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THE HARDING COUNTY
FIFTH S. 5. CONVENTION

SUBSCRIPTION $

MURDERERS OF ANTON
J. COURY HANGED

DESERTED

The Harding County Fifth
Sunday School Convention which
was held at Solano Sunday July
30th, was a grand success in eve-r-y
way. A large crowd was in
attendance from all parts of the
Mesa. A splendid pregram was
rendered and a gumptious dinner
served at the noon hour.
The morning session was called to order by the president Mr.
J. D. Wade, after the song services the Welcome address was given by the M.E. S.S. Sup't of
Solano, Mr C. W. Tiewman. The

Three of the five murderers of
Anton J. Coury were hanged last '
Friday morning by sheriff John
Block at Estancia.
The three
hanged were : Francisco Mirando
Carlos Rentería and Luis Medra-nThere was four to be hanged, but at the last moment, the
fourth member, Vaisa, appealed
to the Supreme Court and the
appeal was granted.
The men were all hung on one
scaffold and the trap was sprung
at seven o'clock A. M. In twelve
minutes all three were pronounced dead however the bodies were
left hanging for twenty- - five
minutes.
Only twenty persons
were allowed to witness the execution, but a crowd of 500 or
more had gathered outside of the
enclosure where the scaffold had
been erected. Mrs. Coury, wid
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convention sermon was delivered

by the Rev. A. B. Weaver, Pastor of Solano and Mosquero M.E.
Churches. He gave an interesting talk about the origin and
problems of the present day Sun'
day Schools.
During the afternoon a fine
program was rendered consisting
of special music and recitations
from the different schools of Solano, Roy, Liberty and Mosquero.
The round table was coducted
Lucas of Liberty,
y
several interesting topics were
discussed as follows:
Why should we accept
1st,
a responsible position in
the Bible School.
2nd When do we show great
reverence to God and how do
we do so?
3rd Why do we expect more
of the leaders of the Bible
.

ow

Mrs-Georg-

HAZELTON . LEACH

School,

4th Are gifts ;o'f money the
greatest equivelent in spreading the Gospel?
Reports were given from eight
different Sunday Schools showing all in a very good condition.
It was decided to hold the
next convention at Mosquero the
fifth Sunday in October.
The Mills people were missed
&t the convention on account of
the fine rain in their community
the evening before.

Reverend Homer F. Cooke of
the local Christian Courch said
the words Sunday at high noon
at the Mesa Cafe that made Ray
R. Leach and Mae Hezelton man
and wife." After the wedding a
fine dinner was served to the
bride and groom and those present at the, Cafe. Only a few intimate friends and relatives of
the bride and groom were present at the occasion.
Mrs. Leach the bride is the ma
nager of the Mesa Cafe and came to New Mexico from Springfield, Illinois about a year ago
and for the past several months
has had charge of the Cafe. And
Mr Leach the 'groom is one of
the older settlers on the mesa,
having come to New Mexico many years ago and horn steaded
west of town and has for the
past two years been meat cutter
at the City Meat Market.
The happy couple immediately
after dinner accompanied by Har
ry Stafford and wife drove to
Raton returning the following
evening when a fine wedding sup
per was awaiting them which
had been prepared by Mrs Baker
and the ladies of the Cafe . Late
in the evening an old fashioned

f
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MOVES TO SPRINGER

i- -

Superintendent Hendricks and
family moved to Springer this
week at which place Mr Hendricks will have charge of the Springer Schools for the 1922-2- 3 term. The Hendricks family have
many friends in Roy who are sorry to see them leave our little
town, but our loss will be Sprin-iger- s
gain. The have been residents of Roy over a year and during this time have been among
our leading citizens always work-

ing for the betterment
community.

of the

BIRTHDAY PARTY

Little Lue'lla Benson celebra-

charvari was tendered them and DEMOCRATS HOLD CAUCUS
practically all' the old buckets
and pans in town were beat to
A democratic caucus was held
pieces that evening before the at the Community Hall last Thu--.
bride and groom appeaisefl and rsday and was attended by a lar--I
tendered the usual treat.
ge number of the Central Comand several prospective
mittee
This is the second venture for
both the bride and groom and candidates. Considerable busitheir many friends wish, them ness was taken care of, including
all the joys that go to make the election of a chairman to
their future life just what they look after matters until the Cou-- !
nty Convention, as chairman
would have it be.
We understand they will make McCarger was away so much it
their future" home at the Mesa was impossible for him rto look,
Cafe for the present' at whuSÍ afteir the work to be done. J
place they are now at homé to LFloer sheim of Roy was elected
County Chairman and W. R.
their many friends .
of Mosquero was elected se'
The S. A. extends felicitations cretary. The organization of
the
to the happy couple.
ladies will be effected at the next
I

CHURCH SOCIAL
The Sunday School

folks

of

the M. E. Church gave a party
at the J. D. Wade home Friday
evening. A large crowd was present and a fine time enjoyed by
all. The Methodist Sunday School
has been just recently reorganized and the social of Friday evening was just a sorto get toge-

ther meeting. Refreshments

we-

re served during the evening.
STOCK YARDS

T

The Loyalty Class of the Baptist Sunday School held a Class
meeting at the F. L. Schultz home last Tuesday evening.
The
Class elected officers and made
arrangements for a series of programs they will hold in the near
future. A nice time was reported
by those present.

meeting of the Central Committee which will be held at Mosquero in the near future. Other matters were discussed at the meeting including a strong line of advertising, but these matters were left to various committees for
notion.

M. C. Porter the obliging ma
Jones of Tucumca- - nager of
the Roy Trading Co.,
ri was trarsacting business in
Roy the first of the week. He re-- 1 has been attending to business
ports everything quiet at the in Springer several days this
week.
Quay County capital. '
Hon. H. B.

BEING REBUILT

.

Mr and Mrs Dr E. P. Brown
entertained Mr and Mrs' Robert
Blackburn and Mr and Mrs John
Bell of Cottonwood Falls, Kans,
last Thursday and Friday. Mr
and Mrs Blackburn were just recently married and were on their
honeymoon, which consists of an
auto trip from Cottonwood Falls
to Los Armeies, California. Mr
and Mr3 toll are the parents of

the bri'3. The groom is

Woinens Shoes

'

A good many women have
saved several dollars by buying
some of our Special sale riioes at

$1.00
We still have a few pair left,
so get your while we have your
size.

Look over our tire
specials
30x3

$7.95
30 x 3 1 - 2 $8.75
32x3 1 - 2 $12.00
32x4 $16.00

Blackleg Vaccine
Another reduction in the price
of Blackleg Vaccine.
Until further notice Cutters
germ free vacinne will be

,

15c
clog the needle.
VACCINATE NOW

It cannot

a

Etjia Floersheim left for

through their Attorney's
Judge E. R. Wright and W.
R. Holly and it is expected
that the money will be here
for the rebuilding of the
school house within the
next ten days. The amount
which the district will rece-ive is Thirty Two Thous- and Five Hundred Dollars,
and the salvage of the bur- ned building. While this
will entail some loss to the
district, the Board thought
it would be better to accept
this sum and rebuild at on- ce rather than enter into a
law suit and wait two or
three years for a settle- ment and a new building.
The Board has worked
hard for months to get this
settlement and they are to
be congratulated in getting
such a satisfactory adjust- -

-

work on the new building
will be started within a few

days after the insurance
money is received.

Den-

Hanson home "before entering
upon her work in the Roy School.
Miss Ruth Harper who has been
visiting at the Floersheim home
for several days accompanied her
as far as Trinidad.

.

ment It is probable that

DO NOT FORCET YOUR TICKETS

days.

ver Tuesday where she will spend
few weeks visiting at the A.S.

1

1

J. M. Russell with a large crew
of men are rebuilding the Roy
Stock Yards and making impor
tant changes m them. The yaras
will be practically as large as the
old ones, but are being built to
handle hogs as well as cattle. Mr
Russell tells us he will also do
cosiderable work on the depot
and warehouse while here. Roy
has the larest stock yards on the
Dawson branch ánd were built
many years ago and the present
work on them is the first that
has been done that amounted to member of the murderous party
anything.
was never captured and is.thpt
to have escaped to old Mexico.
Henry Lebert was in town on
business last. Tuesday morning.
INSURANCE ADJUSTED

n young

lawyer cf Kansas and will spend
the winter at the Stanford University in California. Mr and
Mrs Bell are old acquaintances
of Dr and Mrs Brown and they
were much pleased to have their
old friends with them for a few

1

The insurance on the Roy
school building which was
burned December Ninth,
has been adjusted by the
Board of Education of Roy

ties.
AND GROOM

Finally when

Mr"Courv was near the safé, he
'
i
i
uy one ox me memwas oraerea
ber" ,0 throw, up his hands, but
before he had time to comply,
he was shot dead by a member of
the gang. Mrs. Coury, in grappl
ing with one of the murderers,
was also shot and seriously woun
ded. At this time a son of the
Coury's came to the rescue and
hurled a can of sweet potatoes
at the gang, striking one of them
and knocking him down.
The
quintet escaped soon after, bi:t
were later, thru the use of blood
hounds, captured after be,vj
tracked to Roswell. The fifth

"her

ENTERTAINS BRIDE

of the murdered man, G. J.

Coury, a brother, and Raymond
P. Shaya were witnesses to the
hanging. It is reported that Mrs
Coury made the statement that
she could have pulled the trap
that sent the men to eternity.
lne neck of Mirando and also
that of Rentería was broken by
the fall, however in the case of
Medrano, the rope slipped and
caused a contusion on his face
and temple but he became unconscious immediately
after the
trap was sprung.
The crime for which the three
men paid the penalty, and for
which the for.rth or.c v,"ill no dou- bt have to pay, as well as the
fifth member of the party, if he
is ever caught, was the murder
of Anton J. Coury at Duran on
the third of last September. The
murder was one of the most dastardly ever committed in Torrance county. The five men, all
Mexicans, entered the .store of
Coury and asked for some cheese
anq crackers, and lifter being
waited upon, kept lingering

the store.

Co-pl- in

ted her fourth birthday Thurs-

day afternoon when a number of
little friends gathered at her
home and played games and had
a good time from two until five.
Dainty refreshments were served by her mother assisted by
Mrs Bursick and Mrs McCargo.
The little folks had a dandy time
and aH hoped that Luella would
have many more birthday par-

2. 00 PER YEAR.

4--

Walter Irwin of Corona, has
accepted a position in the Districts Attorney Woodard's office
at Clayton. Walter is an expert
stenographer and we are sure
he will make good in his new

loershéim Mercantile Company

.

work.

'
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GIRL HOW WELL
MID STRONG
Lydia E. Pink-haVegetable Compound
as Mother Advised

Daughter Took

Wauseon, Ohio.

. uau kai1rili

WHVD

"My daughter
nrl

lAca.chaa.tcer
'
o
,
Copyright by DoubJeday, Page
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Sure Relief

FOR INDIGESTION

water

-

LI A M Q

25$ and 754 Packages, Everywhere

.16799
DIED

New York City alone from

kid-

ney trouble last year. Don't allow
yourself to become a victim by
neglecting pains and aches. Guard
against this trouble by taking

the matter?"
"It's a good matter," the old man
answered.
"I guess there must be a
big crowd of 'em down there. One of
our students enlisted today, "and
they're glvln' him a send-of- f.
Listen
to 'em, how they do cheer. He's the
,
first one to go."
She went back to her room, shiver
Ing, and spent the next day In bed
with an aching head. She rose In the

GOLD MEDAL

'The world's standard remedy for kidney,
liver, bladder and uric acid troubles.
Holland's National Remedy since 1696.
All druggists, three sizes.
Look for tha nam Gold Medal on fry bos
and accept no imitation

Uses "Cutter's"

Serums and Vaccines he it
doing hia best to conserve your
interests. 5 years
concentration on
one line count foe
something.

VETERINARIAN

The Cutter Laboratory

" Th$ Ltrattrf that Knnat ifw"
California
Berkeley
' U. S. License)

Quickly Relieved by

Wakefield's
Blackberry Balsam
For 7 years Wakefield ! Blackberry Balnam
has been the surest and quickest remedy
loose bowel
for Diarrhoea. Dysentery and all ana
Da Dies,
troubles In adults, children In
Its action,
ciuick
Is
and
Dositive
tvhiio it
It
harmless and does not constipate.
checks the trouble and leaves the stomach and
bowels In their natural, regular condition.
Every home should have a bottle ready for
suddon attacks. 60c and II. II bottle holds
Bold everywhere.
1 times the 60o size.
!

M.

A

éés

bottleofO-BaHair
will pnog vaca original otw
stops dandruff. At all food drnrglata,
M
-- .f Hi.
JIMP!

KeSLOrer

oulekly

W

HB.MSTITCHINO and PICOTINO ATTACH-WENT- ;
fits all sewing machines. Price 12
checks Uc estra. LIGHTS MAIL OBDBI.
fa.Ol't5, Box 121. BIRMINGHAM, ALA,

6 Company

,

I
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There was danger of a think It's possible for a person to have
stampede, he said, and he and the rest something within him that makes him
of the faculty were In a measure re- care so much about bis country that
sponsible to their fathers and mothers he"
"Walt!" she cried. "Don't you think
for them. '
"You must keeD your heads." he I'm willing to' suffer a little rather
said. "God knows, I do not seek to than to see my country in the wrong?
judge your duty In this gravest mo Don't you think I'm doing It?"
"Well, I don't want to be rude ; but.
ment of your lives, nor assume to tell
you what you must or must not do. of course, it seems to me that you're
But by hurrying Into service now, with- suffering because you think you know
out careful thought or consideration, more about what's right and wrong
you may Impair the extent of your than anybody else does."
"Oh, no. But
possible usefulness to the very cause
"We wouldn't get anywhere, prob
you are so anxious to serve. Hundreds
of you are taking technical' courses ably, by arguing It," Fred said. "You
which should be completed at least asked me."
"I asked you to tell me why he en
to the end of the term In June. Instructors from the United States army listed."
"The trouble is, I don't think I can
are already on the way here, and military training will be begun at. once tell that to anybody who needs an anfor all who are physically eligible and swer. He Just went, of course. There
of acceptable age. A special course Isn't any question about it I always
will be given lu preparation for flying, thought he'd be the first to go."
"Oh, no I" she said.
and those who wish to become aviators
may enroll themselves for the course
"Yes, I always thought so."
"I think you were mistaken," she
at once.
'I speak to you In a crisis of the said, decidedly. "It was a special reauniversity's Ufe, as well as that of the son to make him act so cruelly."
" 'Cruelly' 1" Fred cried.
nation, and the warning I utter has
been made necessary by what took
"It was !"
place yesterday and today. Yesterday
"Cruel to whom?"
morning, a student, In the Junior class
"Oh, to his mother to his family.
enlisted as a private in the United To have him go off that way, without
States regular army. Far be It from a word "
me to deplore his course In so doing;
"Oh, no ; he'd been home," Fred Cor
he spoke to me about It, and In such a rected her. "He went home the Saturway that I felt I had no right to dis- day before he enlisted, and settled it
suade him. I told him that It would
be preferable for college men to wait
until they could go as officers, and,
aside from the fact of a greater pres
tige, I urged that men of education
could perhaps be more useful In that
I.
.llil!1 li.
capacity. He replied that If he were
useful enough as a private a commis-

COLGATE'S
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VOIOT

Each cake of Cashmere Bouquet Soap
holds the perfume of a thousand fragrant petals. For three generations, lovely
women have enjoyed its purity.
A sensible recipe for lovely complexions
is rain water and this pure soap.

-
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Compound doing
girls so much good
Be paused, then chattered briskly
go she began to take on.
"Wen, tnere's one good old boy
it. That is two years was with our class for a while, back
difis
she
a
and
ago
Ilk
ferent pirl since then In freshman year; I bet we won't see
"y
able to do any work him In any good old army t Old roughtit
neck Llnski that you put the knob on
she wants to do
sha is still his nose for. Tomrale Hopper says he
careful not to do heavy work and so saw him last summer In Chicago soap,
well and strong. We recommend Lydia boxtn', yellin" his head off cussln' every
E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound to government under the sun, but mostly
all mothers with ailing daughters, and I ours and the allies', you bet, and going
give you permission to publish this letter as a testimonial. ' 'Mrs. A. M. Burk-holde-r, to run the earth by revolution and representatives of unskilled labor ImmRoute No. 2, Box 1, Wauseon,
igrants, nobody that can read or write
Ohio.
Something out of balance will affect allowed to vote, except LInskL Tora- the finest clock, causing it to gain or mle Hopper says he knows all about
lose. The proper adjustment made, all LInskI: he never did a day's work In
is well. So it is with women. Some his life too busy trying to get the
trouble may upset you completely.
worklngmen stirred up against the peoLydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Comple that exploit 'em Tommle says he
pound will correct the cause of the trouhad a big crowd to bear him, though,
ble and disagreeable symptoms will
up quite a little money for
disappear as they did in the case of Mrs. and took
a 'cause' or something. Well, let him
Burknolder's daughter.
Mothers it is worth of your con- holler I I guess we can attend to him
when we get back from over yonder.
fidence.
By George, old Ram, I'm gettln' kind
Not Canny Enough!
of floppy In the gills!" He adminisAn expedition was moving through tered a resounding slap to his comreputedly unexplored African bush. rade's shoulder. "It certainly looks as
They emerged one day from the dense If our big days were walking toward
tropical undergrowth Into a small us!"
clearing, where they were astonished
to see a pile of empty whisky bottles.
He was right. The portentous days
"There's been a Scotsman here," re- came on apace, and each one brought
marked one of the party, himself a a new and greater portent. The faces
Scot, and proud to think that one of of men lost a driven look besetting
his nation had been first In this lonely them in the days of badgered waiting,
spot. His pride was soon turned to and Instead of that heavy apprehen
anger, for another voice broke in :
sion one saw the look men's faces must
"Nonsense! If that had been a have worn In 1776 and 1SG1, and the
Scotsman he'd have taken the bottle history of the old days grew clearer
In the new.
The President went to
back !"
the congress, and the true Indictment
he made there reached scoffing PotsA Lady of Distinction
Is recognized by the delicate fascinat- dam with an unspoken prophecy some
ing Influence of the perfume she uses. what chilling even to Potsdam, one
guesses and then through an April
A bath with Cutlcura Soap and hot
water to thoroughly cleanse the pores night went almost quietly the steady
war with Germany.
followed by a dusting with Cutlcura word: we were at
The bugles sounded across the conti
Talcum powder usually means a clear,
nent; drums and fifes played up and
sweet, healthy skin. Advertisement.
down the city streets and In town and
village squares and through the coun"Desert" in the Ocean.
In the south Pacific, west of Pata- trysides. Faintly In all ears there was
gonia, theiw Is a sea desert wluV'h con- a multitudinous noise like distant,
cheering , . v and a stund
tain so fer forms of marine li that, hoarse
like that was what Dora Yoqum hihird,
It is claimed, whales and sharks frequently die of hunger before they find one night, as she sat lonely in her
room. The bugles and fifes and drums
their way out.
had been heard about the streets of
and she
Most anybody can be peaceful, but the college town, that day,
thought she must die of them, they
fight.
to
grit
It takes
hurt her so, and now to be haunted by
this Imaginary cheering
She started. Was It Imaginary?
She went dowustairs and stood upon
the steps of the dormitory in the open
air. No; the .cheering was real and
loud.' It came from the direction of
the railway station, and the night air
surged and beat with It.
Below her stood the aged janitor of
6 Bell-an-s
the building, listening. "What's the
Hot
cheering for?"- she asked, remembering grimly that the janitor was one of
Sure Relief
her acquaintances who had not yet
-stopped "speaking" to her. "What's

LOOK OLD?

Your Skin is So Fragrant
and Smooth

By BOOTH TARKINGTON

al- -

ham's Vegetable

IF YOUR
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not be on ber feet at
those times. We read
Win i.vtiia E. Pink- -

in

SPANISH-AMERICA-

"It's a Good Matter," the Old Man An
ewe red.

evening, however a handbill had been
slid under ber door at five o'clock, calling a "Mass Meeting" of the university at eight, and she felt It her duty
to go; but when she got to the great
hall she found a seat In the dimmest
corner, farthest from the rostrum.
The president of the university ad
dressed the tumultuous many hundreds
befre him, for tumultuous they were
until he quieted them. He talkéd to
them soberly of patriotism, and called
upon them for "deliberation and a lit

tle patience."

Cashmere Bouquet Soap
Large size , 35c
Medium size, 10c

.V

i

Luxurious
Luting
Refined

I"

sion might in time come his way, and,
as I say, I did not feel at liberty to attempt dissuasion. He left to loin a
regiment to which he had been as
signed, and many of you were at the
station to bid him farewell.
"But enthusiasm may be too con
tagious; even a great and Inspiring
motive may work for harm, and the
university must not become a desert.
In the twenty-fou- r
hours since that
young man went to Join the army lajt
night, one hundred and eleven of our
young men students have left our
of them went off towalls ; eighty-fou- r
gether at three o'clock to catch an
d
train at the junction and
enlist for the navy at Newport We
are, I say, In danger of a stampede."
He spoke on, but Dora was not listening; she had become obsessed by
an idea which seemed to be carrying
her to the border of tragedy. When
the crowd poured forth from the building she went with It mechanically,
and paused In the dark outside. She
spoke to a girl whom she did not
'
know.
"I beg your pardon "
"Yes?"
"I wanted to ask: Do you know
who wus the student Doctor Crovls
spoke of? I mean the one that was
the first to enlist, and that they were
cheering last night when he went away
to be a private In the United States
army. Did you happen to hear his
name?"
"Yes, he was a Junior."
"Who was It?"
"Ramsey Mllholland."

Must Beware of Backward Step.

Herbert's Poems.
'I must confess, after all, that next
there are none
to the Scripture-poem- s
so savory to me as Mr. George Herbert's. Herbert speaks to God like
a man that really belleveth in God
and whose business in the world Is
most

with

heaven-wor-

k

God :
make

heart-wor- k

up

his

Richard Baxter.

Dante tells us that the realm which
lies Just below the strata of honest industry and toll Is the realm of deceit
occupied by the human wreckage of
the vagrant and the petty criminal.
Modern civilization would break down
and completely If men were to return to
book." the animal era of treachery and lying.
James A. M. Aikens.

in
The most powerful electro-magnThe gloomiest hearts on earth are
those that have never earned any glow the world has a power of 100,000
gausses.
of gratitude.

Jbr Economical Transportation

east-boun-

CHAPTER XV.

Fred Mitchell, crossing the campus
one morning, ten days later, saw Dora
standing near the entrance of her dormitory, where he would pass her unless he altered his course; and as be
drew nearer her and the details of her
face grew Into distinctness, i j was Indignant with himself for feeling less
and less Indignation toward her In proportion to the closeness of his approach. The pity that came over him
was mingled with an unruly admiration, causing him to wonder what un
patriotic stuff she could be made of.
She was marked, but not whipped ; she
still held herself straight under all the
hammering and cutting which, to his
knowledge, she had been getting.
She stopped him, "for only a mo
ment," she said, adding with a wan
proudness : "That Is, If you're not one
of those who feel that I shouldn't be
'spoken to'?"
"No," said Fred, stiffly. "I may
share their point of view, perhaps, but
I don't feel called upon to obtrude It
on you In that manner."
"I see," she said, nodding. "I've
wanted to speak with you about Ram
sey."
"All right."
She bit her Hp, then asked, abrupt
ly: "What made him do It?"''
"Enlist as a private with the regu
lars?"
"No. What made, him enlist at all?'
"Only because he's that sort," Fred
returned briskly. "He may be Inex
plicable to people who believe that his
going out to fight for his country Is
the same thing as going out to com
nilt a mur "
She lifted her hand. "Couldn't
you "
"I beg your pardon," Fred said at
once. "I'm sorry, but I don't know Just
how to explain him to yon."
"Why?"
"Well,
He laughed, apologetically.
you see, as I understand It, you don't

The
She Lifted a Wet Face. "No, Nol He
Went in Bitterness Because I Told
Him To, In My Own Bitternessl"

They're all broken up, of
course; but when they saw he'd made
up his mind, they quit opposing him,
and I think they're proud of him about
it, maybe, In spite of feeling anxious,
You see, his father was an artillery
man in the war with Spain, and his
grandfather was a colonel at the end
of the 'Civil war, though he went Into
It as a private, like Ramsey. He died
when Ramsey was about twelve ; but
Ramsey remembers him; he was talk'

World's Lowest Priced

QUALITY Light Delivery Car
JL.

525

with them.

lng of him the night before he enlisted."
Dora made a gesture of despairing
protest "You don't understand !"
"What is It I don't understand?"
"Ramsey I I know why he went
and it's Just killing me !"
Fred looked at her gravely. "I don't
think you need worry about It," he
said. "There's nothing about his go
ing that you are responsible for."
She repeated her despairing gesture,
"You don't understand. But It's no
use. It doesn't help 'any to try to talk
of it, though I thought maybe It would,
somehow." She went a little nearer
the dormitory entrance, leaving him
where he was, then turned. "I suppose you won't see him?"
"I don't know. Most probably not
till we meet If we should In France.
I do i't know where he's stationed ; and
I'm going with the aviation if it's
And' he's with the reguever ready
lars; he'll probably be among the first
to go over."
"I see." She turned sharply away,
calling back over her shoulder In a
choked voice. "Thank you. Good-by- !
But Fred's heart had melted ; gazing
after her, he saw that her proud young
head had lowered now, and that her
shoulders were moving convulsively;
he ran after her and caught her as she
began slowly to ascend the dormitory
steps.
"See here," he cried. "Don't"
She lifted a wet face. "No, not He
went In bitterness because I told htm
to, In my own bitternessl I've killed
Long ago, when he wasn't much
him
more than a child, I heard he'd said
that some day he'd 'show' me, and now
he's done It!"
Fred whistled low and long when she
had disappeared.
"Girls 1" he mur
mured to himself. "Some girls, any
how they will be girls I You can't
tell 'era what's what, and you can't
change 'em, either I"
Then, as more urgent matters again
occupied his attention, he went on at
an ardent and lively gait to attend his
class in
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
.. t
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F.O.B.

Flint,

Mich.

Complete with Body,as Illustrated

The Greatest Dollar Value in the
Commercial Car Market
Every farm needs this car to carry milk, garden truck, feed and all moderate
loads.
Every country merchant needs it to enlarge his trading territory and give
better service to customers.
Costs no more to buy and keep than a team, but does the work of two teams
and saves one driver.
With two extra seats makes a fine bus or jitney for livery, hotel or school uses.
Can be had with special panel body at very reasonable cost.
1

Comparisons Sell Chevrolet
STANDARD REAR AXLE

N.

Strong, Quiet

Spiral Bevel Gears.
Standard Transmission

three

speeds forward and one reverse.

gauge, lighting and starting switch;
and choke pull.
Standard Type of Carburetor, with
exhaust heater.

Powerful,
Motor
the same type as used in successful
Valve-In-He-

Standard Braking System

foot
service brake, hand emergency brake.

cars selling

Standard ElectricalSystem

Demountable

Start-

er, storage battery, electric lights.
Standard Cooling System pump
radia- -'
circulation, large, honey-com- b
tor and fan.
Standard Doors two on roadster
coupe, and light delivery, four on
touring and sedan.

Standard Instrument

Board-speedo-

meter,

ammeter, oil pressure

ad

at much

rim.

Full Weather Protection

.

Water-

proof curtains for entire body.
Many Other Advantages which will
be noticed on inspection, comparison
and demonstration.

Investigate the Difference
Before lYou Buy

Chevrolet Motor Company, Detroit, Michigan
Division of General Motor

Corporation

World'. Larseit Minu; There ar 5,000 Chearolw AppUcadom will be Conildmd
facturer of Low Priced Dealert and Service Station! from High Grade Dealer, in
Automobile Throughout the World ritorie not Adequately Covered

Dealers and Parts Depots Wanted
in all territory not adequately covered, Addrest

Chevrolet Motor Company
1833 Wazee Street, Denver, Colorado

1

map-makin-

higher prices.

Rims with extra

.1
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of thoughtless act at the CANNED VEGETABLES AND
FRUITS MAKE SPRING
that brings us in coSPANISH-AMERIC- AN
ntact with a fastmoving train, the
TONICS UNNECESSARY
tax required of us is not only
Published By
burdensome but utterly- destruc
Now is. the.; season to prepare
PRINTING COMPANY
THE
tive. Old Man Death is the tax
:Frank L. Schultz, Editor. ; Wm. G. Johnson, Associate Editor collector then, and he won't ac vegetables for the winter family
cept anything less than Ymif. diet, The time has passed where
Subscription $2.00 per year, payable strictly in advance.
e wmteS
m
a ,dleí
Life, and the live of your passe
gers.
pancakes, mince pie and presermatter at the post office in Roy, N. M.
Entered as second-clas- s
ve rich in sugar. In those days
wife
Harry
E.
Stafford and
Registered August 27, 1912.
were business visitors in Rato when spring came on, mother
got out her spring medicine of
the firt of the week.
sulphur; cream of tartar and mo
ON
TAX
FOLLY
THE
'ARE NEW MEXICO FARMERS
Albert Bacharach was trans- lasses and dosed the family.
RAISING ENOUGH HOGS
With the canning of vegetables,
Poor Richard said, "The taxes acting business in Raton the
FOR HOME USE?
it is possible to have the vegetpart of the week.
are indeed very heavy; if those,
ables and fruits of the garden
laid on by the Government were
13 the home curing of ham and
on the table all winter. With
Ignacio
prominent
Maestas,
only ones, we might more
bacon, becoming a lost art in New the
of near Mills, was on such a diet, spring medicine is
stockman
easily
discharged
.
them
Mexico? Judging from census
unnecessary
Then he went on to say that the streets of Roy Monday.
figures recently published, such we are taxed
four times as much
The pressure' cooker is the
would appear to be the case. It by our folly, and, from this tax,
Mrs. Delia Harwick of Califor- surest method of canning vegetmany
on
would also seem that
the commissioners cannot ease nia, is spending a few days with ables in high altitudes, according
farms in New Mexico, fresh pork or deliver us by lowering or aba- relatives east of town.
to Miss Richardson of the New
,
is available for a farmers table ting it. Maybe someone will say
Mexico
Agricultural College
over
purchased
only when it is
Miss Ruth Harper of Trinidad, Water boils at a much lower tem
Riwords
by
those
written
that
the butcher's block. In sixteen chard in 1757, in the time of our Colorado, is spending a few days perature
at high altitudes than
counties, 5704 farms report hav-n-o great-gregrandfathers, cannot at the, J. Floersheim home at it does at sea level and for this
hogs, while in the same coun- be
true today. To think so would this place.
reason difficulty is often en
ties 8283 farms report as having be a mistake, for most of the old
when following direc
countered
counno hogs. The remaining
Several from Roy attended the tions used at lower temperatures
savings that have come down to
keeping
10039
show
farms
ties
reception given at Mosquero last when pressure is not used. The
us were spoken for all time,
hogs and 8346 without. When
We have a good illustration of Saturday evening in honor' of altitude has no effect on the
we consider the state as a whole the high tax
of folly every time "Mr- - and Mrs. Lawrence Kings-w- e pressure cooker. The results
we find 15,743 farms on which
read of thoughtless actions. bury.
are always the same, regardless
hogs are produced and 16,620 leading to injury
and death at
altitude.
of
i'hogless" farms.
Miss Johnnie Judy, who has
the railroad crossing. When we
a pressure cooker is not
If
On the average farm in New hear about the driverof an auto- been attending school at Amarilthe hot water bath may
Mexico, a sow and litter of pigs mobile meeting with disaster lo, Texas, is home for the sumcan be maintained at a compar- while crossing the tracks, we can mer with her parents, Mr. and be used by increasing the time
of sterilization from 50 to 100
atively low cost until the pigs not escape the thought that this Mrs E. S. Judy
percent over the time used at
can be sold or slaughtered for person was surely aware of his
home consumption. Even tho it peril in such a place and that he
W. R. Brashears and family, ower altitudes, the increase vary
may not be profitable to produce should have taken better care of who have been spending a week ing with the altitude at which
A
hogs for the market, it may be himself.
in the mountains, returned to the canning is being done.
used
which
be
can
table
highly profitable to produce a In the days of Benjamin Fran- their home Sunday. They re- time
few hogs for home consumption. klin, who wrote under the name port a fine trip and excellent when canning at high altitudes
without pressure, can be obtainThe farmer who buys all of the of "Poor Richard," there were fishing.
ed by writing to the Extension
pork products consumed by his no trains of cars and no automofamily is in much the same posi- biles, but there were other danMrs. B. S Justice of Chanute, Service, State College, New M.
tion as the restaurant keeper gers to think about plenty of Kansas, who has been spending
Results in canning vegetables
Avho takes his meals across the them .
a few weeks at the C. L. Justice seem to vary greatly from year
street.
The ancient saying that "Self home at this place, left Monday to year and methods that are
successful in one locality do not
preservation is the first law of for her home in the
prove successful in another.
R. W. Boulware and family nature" might have been made state.
Those who are canning vegetabland Bill Buttram returned from today with perfect consistency.
News received by relatives and es for the first time will do well
Parker, Colorado Monday where And say, when you come to think
they spent a week with the Hall of it, doesn't it seem as if Davey friends of Verna Kenoyer state to start with a few cans of each
and Brown families. Talk about 'Crockett was dreaming of the that he is quite ill at his home in and let them stand for a week
car trouble, they can sure tell it days of "Henrys" and motor cars Topeka, Kansas. We were, un- or so and watch the results.
to you, for they went up in one when he told the world to "Be able to learn the exact nature of If they keep, a. larger quantity
his illness.
can be canned the next time.
car and returned in another one. sure you are right, then go
report that the recent head"
Lehmer Dunn, who has been
flood at Parker damaged the AlGood old Davey ! How ardently
The following article we clip
away
on a business trip to Arizmany
you
us
be
of
wish
could
falfa on the Hall and Brown
from the Star Valley Indepen
ona
several
for
days,
returned
farm and did considerable other here today to proclaim that war- home Saturday. He reports hot dent of Af ton,, Wyoming, which
ning to all heedless drivers of
damage. They also state that the
weather and' drought over most tells of the activities m the oil
automobiles
part of the state thru game of J. B. Duvall, who until
Halls and Browns are enjoying
We pay more or less penalties of the
recently, was one of the mesa s
life in Colorado and have a good for varying acts of folly, but which he travelled.
most foremost citizens.
chance to make a crop this year, when the folly consists of a dare
"The Oil Company that has
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
been active in the Star Valley
Department of the Interior
for the past two years, is about
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, completing
the preliminar" v:cr!:
New Mexico.
of securing the number of leases
July 27, 1922
it requires, and has established
r NOTICE
is hereby given that general offices in the Wilke:
says mother.
Kenneth F. Woodman, of Roy, house at Afton, on the Tourists
Harding county, New Mexico, Camp Grounds.
v.,.
y
I
I
who, on July 23, and July 28,
Mr. A. C. Stickle, capitalist of
1921, made Homestead Entry
Pittsburgh
and Connellsville, Pa.
Number 027881, and No. 027890
and who lft here last week arfor
Sec. 7.
ranged a strong organization beSec. 8.
he went east with Mr. E. S.
fore
Sec. 17. NEi4-NEiSec. 18,
SI an of Pocatello, Idaho, as gene
Wi2-SEi- t,
Sec. 7.
ral manager in charge of all the
SEi1(-NiNia-SESE14-SMr. J. B. DuSection 18, Township 18N, fiold operations.
Range 25 E, N. M. P. Meridian, val from Pennsylvania, as vice- has filed notice of intention to president and assistant secretary
?
CORAJ3UUS
make Final Three Year Proof, to in charge of the offices, books
V
& ,
VAMDECSlLT
establish claim to the land aboye and records, and Mr. W. R. Seydescribed, before F. H. Foster, mour, president of the Teton Ab,
WHITNEY
tt U.
i K
S. Commissioner, at his office stract Company of Driggs, Ida.,
Roy, New Mexico, on the 6th wl o will direct the abstracting
at
and1 adjusting of all leaseholds
: v
I day of September, 1922.
Claimant names as witnesses: and audit all records of the comJohn Schneider, J. Floersheim, pany."
f-few
$
J. L. Smith and Frank Smith all
"Mr. Sloan is well known to
of Roy, New Mexico.
mcst of our valley residents, hav
H. H. ERRETT,
ing been indefatigable for the
Register.
past five years in his efforts to
further the exploritation of the
devil-
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crossing,

GLASSES

-
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We rae now prepared to test
your eyes and fit glasses.
Can furnish you any kind of
glasses, or any corrective treat-mefor the eye you can get

mo'

.

nt

any where.

ThePlumlee Hospital
Roy,

N.M.

Mosquero Abstract and Title Company
(Incorporated and Bonded.)
ABSTRACTS FURNISHED PROMPTLY ON ALL
LANDS IN HARDING COUNTY.

at

Insurance of all kinds.
Special attention given to examining titles.
Conveyances.
.
Mosquero, New Mexico.
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R HENRY

CONTRACTOR

,

Cement, Stucco and Plasterer
HOY, NEW MEXICO
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The son pf
nrry I'...ne Whitney, Cornelius
Vanclerbi't Wl itu.y, has been asked
to give his. name to the
babv rf Miss T'vrui Burrows
Fontaine, noted Omental dancer of
re

ys

'

KI
"SH

It

I

New York.
The action was started when the
engager.. cut of young Whitney to
Miss Marie Norton, society girl of
New York, was announced.
The dancer claims young Whitney wanted to marry her while hi
was student at Yale but she refused
as theirs was a true love match and
íhe didn't want to hurt his career. .
He grew cold, she says, when she,'
told him of the baby, which she
now calls Cornelius
Vanderbilt

Whitney, Jr.
'.t's a name not gold that my baby
,

4

AISS

AARIE

MORTOJN

wants, she says.
Miss Norton says her friendship
for young Whitney is unchanged.

Department of lie Interior
Office at Clayton, ner that augers well for the sucNew Mexico.
cess pf the undertaking with
Jrly 12th, 1922. which they are associated them- NOTICE is hereby .qiven that selves."
DanH Lr.umbach, of T'iy, Hard-i g Ocunty, No- -' ....oxico, who on
Bert Gearhart and family of
Septem'-c11, 1913, made Addi-"caNo. Raton spent several days at the
Homestead E::t;-y- ,
Criswell home near Solano last
SW-0':i387, for
Ei, wC3i-i- Section T9. NE week. Bert is as fat as ever
and is enjoying life in the Pass
'VNVVi,,, NWii-SWi- i,
SEit-- S
Mrs. Gearhart is also very
city.
Wit, Section 33, Township 18 N
Range 25 E., N. M. P. Meridian, much improved in health . Mrs.'
lias filed notice of intention to Gearhart is a daughter of Mrs.
make Fi:;al Three Year Proof, to E. J. Hephner, who formerly livC3tablish claim to the land above ed southeast of Roy.
described before F.H. Foster, U.
E. F. Henry, our efficient and
S. Commissioner, at his office at
Roy, New Mexico, on the 22 day prominent plasterer who has been working at his trade the past
of August, 1922.
t,
Claimant names as witnesses : few weeks at Clayton and
returned to Roy Monday
P. J. Laumbach and Benancio
Madrid of Solano, New Mexico, evening. He has a lot of work
nd Alejandro Maestas and Webb lined up here which will keep
him busy for a while. He will also
Kidd of Roy. New Mexico.
go to Mills next week to do some
II H. Errett,
plaster and stucco work at that
Register.
U. S. Land

al

N

Kep-har-

,

place.

s easy

THRIFT- I

Prove

that money
.

spent on trifle in youth would keep
many a man from want in old age.
Opening a saving account in a child's name
g
has many times resulted in
habits which have been the foundation stones
for a successful life.
neighbors might do well to
make the trip into town more than a spend-Mak- e
it an event for adding a little to a
saving account.
Drop in and ask us about "Thrift Talks."
thrift-formin-

Out-of-to-

BANK of ROY

valley for oil and gas. Messrs
Du al and Seymour are stranger
in our midst, but are taking hold
of their responsibilities in a man

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

V

Words of Wisdom

BUY A FORD
TOURING CAR
It will save you time and will save you rrioney
It will give you every automobile essential
For remember the Ford passed the experimental
stage years ago. The price is the lowest in
the history of the Ford Motor Co., with our
convenient terms, makes it easy for you to pay
for it.

Come in, write or telephone and

get our terms.

BUY A FORD AND SPEND THE DIFFERENCE
Tires as low as
30 X 3
$7.99
8.99
30X312

....
....

Use only
Genuine Ford Parts

Baker & Scheier

The Spanish American, Roy, Harding County, New Mexico.
SPRINGER FAIR

n
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PÍLITICÍL ANKGU'iCEMENTS

The committees of the
Legion and Auxiliary are
ANNOUNCEMENT
busily engaged in getting subscriptions from the business men . I hereby announce myself a
of Springer for the, fair which candidate for Sheriff, subject to
is to be held next month. Mr. the action o the Democratic
Charles Springer of; Cimarron ConventioiHi Harding County
has agreed to let. the' Legion use If nominaie&-anelected I promthe old race track across the riv- ise to conduct the office strictly
er for the sport program, which on a business basis with economy
will consist of horse racing, bro- of County Government as my
nco busting, foot racing etc
chief aim.
'
-- Springer Times.
Henry W. Farmer.

We can offer the
public

t
d

A complete line of
DRY GOODS & NOTIONS

RIGHT TO PROPERTY MEANS
CIVILIZATION

at the roost reasonable price
yet heard of
Also anything in the line of Groceries.
Nice clean stock to choose from. Our Grocery
stock is marked to sell.

Fresh Vegetables

j

EN

M

Examine our line of chew ing and smoking
tobaccos, Cigars, Cigaretts, Pipes etc.
New goods every day.

Lujans & Branch

Bill W

C&CW

ANNOUNCEMENT

The Safety of
The National Bank
Capital requirements, loan regulations and
many other features of the Federal Reserve Act

maintain the highest standard of safety for
National Banks.
This Institution with its capital! and surplus of $60,000.00 is a bulwark of safety for its

I hereby announce myself as
Collectivism cannot eliminate
the prof ij. on capital, unless it is a candidate for Countv Assessor
proposed to confiscate property of Hardin? County. New Mexico,
depositors.
and start the enterprises anew subject to the action, of the De- New accounts cordially invited.
with the savings which others mocratic Convention. If nomina
myself
nledee
I
elected.
ted
and
have accumulated.
If the property now owned by to Dersonallv discharge the du
individuals is to be purchased, ties of said office without favor
there must be an interest charge to anyone andat a minimum of
on the capital necessary for the expense to taxpayers.
A. L (Shorty) Burleson
purchase, and the interest char
vcíí State and County Depository
ge would be approximately the
'
.' "The Bank of Personal Service"
same as the profits of invested
ANNOUNCEMENT
capital under the present system.
I hereby announce myself a
If it is proposed to comíscate candidate
for Sheriff .subject to
is
there
operated,
now
plants
the
action
of th.. Democratic
the
colno hope to be held out to the
Convention
of Harding County,
property
lective owners, for if
New
Mexico.
If it is the will of
can be taken from those who
Harding County,
people
of
the
own it now, it can be taken later
F. M. Hughes, prominent merI
will
ANNOUNCEMENT
serve
without fear
them
owners
from the new collective
from Solano was in town
chant
my
or
to
and
of
the
best
favor
by some other group. Once the
frie- Wednesday morning.
my
by
urged
knowledge
ability.
and
Having
been
principle of confiscation is admit
James S .' Christman nds to make the race for sheriff
The S.A. turned, out a nice
ed as sound, there is no limit to
I hereby announce myself for th- lot of job work for the Hayden
its application.
ANNOUNCEMENT'.'
is imnortant office subject to the Farm Lean Association this week
If workers can confiscate the
of the Democratic Conventaction
get
their
they
in
which
factories
and
the subsequent election
Mrs C. W. B. Leatherman is
This is to announce that H. tion,
wages, they can later confiscate
promise
elected
spending
i
a few days with her
If
November.
a
get
M. Warner is a candidate for
the farms from which they
my entire time to the daughter Mrs Ernest Anderson
give
to
they
if
of
County,
Harding
sheriff
and
farmers,
N.M.
food,
their
else to at Mosquero.
have the power, can confiscate subject to the action of the De- office as there is nothing
for a
Yours
my
attention.
occupy
they
which
County
mocratic
Convention. He
the factories from
Coun
Harding
and
greater
better
Edgar Floersheim and wife,
jget their clothes. An endless promises if nominated and elecwho
have been visiting relatives
ty..
round of confiscation means an- ted, that he will give the people
Wade
D.
Jesse
Wagonmound
and Springer, re
at
barto
the best that is in him.
archy and rapid descent
Adv.
turned home Tuesday.
barism.
ANNOUNCEMENT
Human progress has been
NOTICE
We understand that applicamade thru recognition of the
I hereby announce myself a
tion has been made for a marriof
Clerk
County
right of life, liberty and property
candidate
for
To the voters of Harding
Denial of these rights, either in County, N. M. Republicans, De- Harding County, subject to the age license for Jose I. Lujan of
the name of collectivism or other mocrats and ladies voters of Har action of the Democratic Conve- Sabinosa and Cecelia Gallegos of
Roy.
wise, will mark the beginning of ding Qounty have insisted on me ntion.
Homer Holmes.
the end of civilization.
running for sheriff of Harding
Clarence Wright was down
'1 Washington State Record
County and wish to announce to
from Raton Monday and Tuesday
wife
are
Alldredge
and
R.
E.
the public that I have decided to
DON'T KILL SMALL HORSE run for sheriff regardless of po- spending a few days at Springer looking for laborers for the Santa Fe shops at that place. Several
litics and if elected will do all in and Raton.
boys went up, with him Tuesday
Supposing you had two horses my power to enforce the laws,
of
capable
one large draft horse
John Hornbaker was up from and will assist in the shops whistop
gambling and
haulin heavy loads and one med mákeílarding County a respec- La Cinta several days the first le the strike is on.
ium sized wiry horse' able to as- table place o live in.
of the week .
sist the largor horse. You would A vote for Gibson will be well
A letter from Wm. Eagley,,
not think of loading the little worth your time at the noils if F. D. Sickles traveling sales- former lineotype operator on the
wiry horse with the full lead in you want the laws enforced.
man for farm machinery was in Spanish American, and who is.
now employed at Danville, Kanord.r to unduly relieve the big
John F. Gibson - town several days last week .
draft horse.
sas, states that it has been raindvneates of shifting the tax
Floyd Ivey, Edgar Floersheim, ing so much back there that it
ANNOUNCEMENT
load from the great mass of the
Sam Dunn and C. E. Seybold has been almost impossible for
people to industries and accumul
took in the Cheyenne Frontier the farmers to do their harvestate.-- sourres of caDital are as
I hereby announce myself for Days.
ing, and, he intimates, that a
short sighted as the man who jthe office of County Treasurer
change back to New Mexico for
would shut the load from the Buujeci io vne action oi the JJe- We were unable to get a list him would be welcome.
lar ere draft horse to the smaller mocratis convention. If nomi- of all the boys that went to Ranated and elected, I promise to ton Tuesday, but among them
but capable horse.
Clint Hester the obliging AsIt would be only a question of take personal charge of the of- were Rurl Wade, Dock McCargo, sistant Cashier of the Bank of
time until the large horse was" fice and be on dutv at. mv nnst shorty Pruit, J. A. White, L. E. Roy is taking his annual vacaleft alone for the work and it each day. Any assistance given Duebler, Taylor Coldiron. Jesse tion this week. At present he is
would be only a question oftime me win oe greatly appreciated. Youngblood, Virgil Hazelton, Fo- visiting relatives down on the.
John E. Brockman
until the general public would
rest Judy and several others.
main line of the E.P. & S.W.
find themselves faced with the
whole tax load due to the fact
that a short sihted program had
killed the tax paying ability of
industries and individuals well
able to carry a large part of the
general tax load but unable to
carrv it all when too much of
the burden was shifted on to
them.

The First National Bank

j

All kinds of auto repairing

Expert workmanship
Battery work a specialty

-

We are equipped to wash your car

ervice Garage

boot-leggin-

RAYMOND PENDETON. MGR.

g,

'

'

:

:
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exAll orders carefully filled and promptly shipped-bpress or Parcel Post. Our membership in the Florists Telegraph Delivery Association enables us to deliver Flowers
for you anywhere in the United States on a few hours
notice.

Raton Greenhouses
"THE NAYLORS"
P.

0. Drawer

Raton, N. M.
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HOMEY"

C. L. Justice and family of Roy
and their mother Mrs Justice of
JLJr JJL04JrJx
Chanute Kansas, visited at the .11
week.
home
Mitchell
II.
last
J.
Mrs. J. H. Mitchell entertained
in a delightful manner oh Wednesday afternoon in honor of
Mrs. Justice, delicious refreshments of ice cream and cake webest way t; entertain
mnn
re served to the guests, each ÍS The
I'M. i
liOt In Clitrrl--il.il all.
guest departed at 5. P.M. wishg
by
make yoiirscii
diliiicr :!:a: yor
him a bc'.ti-ing Mrs Justice "a safe journey
always have, lint give him what
home and that she might come
Then, tun,
you have :chccrful!y.
amongst us again and trusting
your guest knows you've got to
they might enjoy the hospitality work for a' living and have lots of
things to do, so go an' do ;iitin, idlcf the Mitchell hpme again.
ing your friend to do exactly 'whai
Harry Stewart of Dawson, camost pleases him till you get fn
ished.
me home Saturday to look after
Don't be afnid to say what you
his wheat crop.
think and don't agree if you don't
agree, but dui.'t expect your guest
Messrs Tracy and Ross Mitchto ak'i';e with you because you're
ell of Dawson are here now preentertainin' him. Just widen out.
paring to put out a large acreage
Let love an' tolerance be Kiii'g and
Queen of the home while the guest
of wheat.
if with you, and then maybe you
Mr and Mrs G. W. Vaught e won't be able to. throw them out
business visitors to Roy last after he's fipue.
Saturday.
Mrs A. B. Woodard, who has
been very ill, is improving.
S. E. Paxton went to Raton
Mr and Mrs S. R..Crouse of
Mills w ere guests of Mr and Mrs Wednesday on busines returning
Friday.
Geo Lucas last Friday.
The Liberty Union S. S. was
largely represented at the ConMr Phelphrey who has the
vention at Solano last Sunday. contract for the Solano school
building, reports that satisfacto
ry nrocress is beino-- made on the
Mr Bachman and family of erection of the building and that
Hayden, are spendng a few wee-h- e
expects to have it completed
ks on the mesa visiting at the and ready for school about
and Grunig homes.
berlst.

fir fffifo
l

.1

I

Hot Weather

i

LOST A child's gold signet
ring, tied in a corner of a handkerchief . Finder will confer a
great favor by returning it to
Mrs. George Lucas and receive
reward.

;,'.v-in-

r

we-r-

Octc-Dep- ew

We are absent County Seat
items the past two weeks as our
able correspondent is visiting relatives in Oklahoma.
C. W. B. Leatherman and son
Boyd who have been down at Campana loading sand for the Mosquero school building, completed
their work Tuesday and returned

to Roy.

Mrs S. N. Gallegos who has
been attending Normal at Las
Vegas, returned home Sunday.
IB

JOOUOS U0138;

HAY

Cold Drinks

á
if

Of course you want cold drinks when the weather is hot, and
of course the weather is hot in
July. . Youi wwill. find an excell
cnt line of cold drinks., and ice
cream sundaes, at our Soda

Fountain.

.

.

S038BO SJR

Las Vegas the coming term.

Sup't Bazzill of the Roy school
with his family arrived in Roy
Tuesday and as their house was
not yet ready for occupancy they
took a two weeks trip to Missou--

n.

Mrs Lillian Bess, Assistant Cashier of the First National Bank
is taking her annual leave this
month . She will visit friends in
California and El Paso while on
her vacation.

FAIRVIEW PHARMACY
The Roy Drug Store
M.'D. GIBBSr;Prop.

The

Spanish-America-

Roy, Harding County, New Mexico,
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Following is a list of recent BOTH MINES AND OVENS
real estate transfers in Harding
AT DAWSON ARE
county as furnished by the HarWORKING FULL TIME
ding county Abstract Company
at Mosquero.
The big Coke Ovens and Mines
in Stag Canyon at Dawson are
WARRANTY DEEDS
now operating to their full capaLouis Lopez to William Frank city. The miners are working
160 acres in Se .cl5, T. 21 N. of six days per week and have a caRange 33 E.
pacity of 6,000 tons daily. Its the
Valentine S. Martinez' toFran-cisqui- first time in several years that
,

ta

ABBOTT NEWS

SMITH - WILLIAMS
Lawrence Williams, Roy's

sou-

th paw for the favorite baseball
nine and Miss Harriette Smith of
Gladstone, stole quietly down to
Mosquero last Tuesday afternoon
and after getting the necessary
papers from County Clerk Ander
son strolled, across the street and
hunted up Judge McGlothlin who
said the words that made them
man and wife forevermore.
The marriage was quite a surprise to Lawrence's many friends

S. Martinez,' land in Sec both the mines and ovens have
31 32 33 35 T been run to full capacity at the
T. same time. Dawson is a busy
21N of R. 32 E. Sec.
20 N. of R. 32E. Sec. 12 T 20N". town and many men from the
R. 31 E. Sec. 24, T. 21N. of R. mesa are securing employment in Roy, who knew that he was
32 E.
there. It sure don't look like a deeply in love but had no idea
H. Pw Bailey to Lela E. Butler, coal shortage here to see the long that he would become a benedict
Land in Cress Heights addition drags pass thru Roy loaded to so soon, but all join in wishing

to town of Mills.
their full capacity.
Mrs. F. M. Bailey to 0. A. But
ler land in Sec. 13 lying west of HEAD OF NEW MEXICO
the E. P. and S. W. Railroad T.
MILITARY INSTITUTE
21N of R. 26E.
PASSES AWAY
H. R. Bailey to E. R. Tarns,
Wilson'
head of the New
Col.
land in Cress Heights addition to
l,
Military
Institute at
Mexico
Mills.
at
home
that
his
died
at
F. M. Bailey to G. R. Bailey,
taLots in Cress addition to Mills. place Tuesday and burial will
Friday.
Roswell
place
at
ke
F. M. Brown et ux to Charles
Col. Wilson who has been conN. Shafer Lots 19 to 24, Block
nected with the Institute for
3, Cress addition to Mills.
Joseph W. Wilson to Fred Wil- over twenty years was known na
conson, NEij, and
NW ttonally as a military school
SE.-Lo1, See 13, T 18 N ductor. He was 50 years old and
was from 1894 to 1897 commanof R. 27E.
Fred B. Misner et ux to Virg- dant at the West Point (VirgiAcademy. inia MtíClure SW
SW14, Sec. nia) Military'
of the,
commandant
He
was
21, T. 21N of R. 25E
from
Roswell
School
Military
at
Phillip Higgins et ux to C. S.
Jones Sia" Sec. 2, T. 21 N. of R. 1898 to 1901 and in that year
was appointed Superintendent,
26 E.
W. E. Buttram et al to C. S. and altho he was a strong demo-- l
Jones, NE14 Se. 7, T. 22 N, of crat his fitness for the place held
by him gave him office year af
Range 26E.
J. B. Proctor et ux to C. S. ter year. He was a Presbyterian,
Jones NWVi of Sec. 8, T. 22 N. a 32 degree mason, and held prominent positions in other lodges.
of Range 26E.
He was also a member of the
State Board of Education and
We have been promised a very his loss will be felt keenly over
good baseball game for Sunday, the whole state, as Col Wilson
when the fast Mt. Dora team was one of the really great men
crosses bats with our local boys of the state.
Everybody should be present to
witness this game. It will istart The Mills items were late this
promptly at 2.30 P.M. If you ha- week and as we go to press on
ve a friend, bring him or her Thursday mornings it was impossible to get them in this weeks
with you.
Ros-wel-

Eio-NWi-

j,,

t

I

I

I

paper.

2E

" V i'VtUftXLij,
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Mr and Mrs Dan Yodon left
Sunday for their home in
Ind, after a summers visit with .their son J. R. McKee
and family.
Mr and Mrs Ray Smith . left
Sunday by motor for a visit with
relatives in Kansas. Mrs, Smith
will be home by Sept 5th to begin her duties as teacher of the
Abbott school.
Clint Fausnaeht of Tucumcari
spent a few days of last week
fishing i nthe canyons and visiting relatives.
Word has been received from
Con ine Johnson whp is spending
the summer in California for her
health, that she is some what improved and expects to be home
in the early fall.
I). R. Griff is, well known stock
man of Chico is hauling coal to
his ranch for the winter.
Amon the people' who were
shopping in Abbott Saturday,
were ; Mr and Mrs Henry NewBloom-ingto-

both Mr and Mrs Williams a long
and happy married life .
The bride is a sister of Mr.
Smith of the Harvey ranch near
Gladstone and has been visiting
in. Amarillo, Texas for the past
year and at which place Mr Williams met her several years ago.
She is an accomplished young
lady and worthy of the young
man whom she has chosen as a
life partner.
ton, Clayton Kuykendell,
Mr Williams is too well known
to the people of the Mesa to need
any introduction. He is practically a Harding County product,
having made his home With his
grandparents Mr and Mrs J. W.
Bowman of Solano since a mere
child and has grown to manhood
on the mesa. He is a baseball
player with considerable ability
and pitched some very successful
games on the mesa. He is also
a crackerjack first baseman and
has been with the famous Roy
team this year; he has also played with the Yatesville Tigers
and assisted them in winning several games this year.
These young people have a
wonderful future before them
and have the real making of an
American home and we predict
a bright and happy married life
in their home.
They will spend a week or so
at the home of Mr Smith near
Gladstone and then will move to
Tucumcari at which place they
will be at home to their many
friends after September first.
The S. A. extends to this happy young couple the warmest of

congratulations.

TIRE SPECIALS

Saturday AUGUST 5th, 1922

'

Cipriano Lujan was up from
Sabinosa the first Of the week.

n,

;

UNCLE JOHN

There's many a puzzlin' problem that attacks a idler's
mind, when discoursin' to a Public, of a mighty various kind.
there's others that1
m m .. There's some will differ with ye. and
applaud an' some, that won't believe ye
nn ver oath, so helo ve God! Which brings
the solemn query into this here.humb!?
HONESTY song: Can anything be honest yet re- -'
main, dead wrong?
I've allers heard that Honesty was fust
among the things, that took a m'an to Heaven, pn the shiniest
wings; that a man that wuzzent honest, had mighty nigh
as well, consult the ticket agent fer the slowest train to
So, a little sober thinkin' will aroiise the question
hell
strong, Can any man be honest yet, remain dead wrong?
I try to f oiler reason in the ideas I evolve an' I some- -i
times pray fer guidance, when I've got a thing to solve. . ,.
I've catered more to jedgement; than to tolerance or taste, in1
' '
'
these days of much palaver
where the sintax goes to waste.
.
. . Let me cast this humbly
pebble in the philosophic pool 4
That. Honesty is resky in &
the bosom of a Fool I
.

ti

J

Smith
and Black's
Mrs H. L. Hanna and children

passed thru here Thursday on
their way to their new home at
the Aztec Gold Mines at Baldy,

FAREWELL PARTY

New Mexico.
Mr and Mrs Vein Kneedler
will leave Saturday for different
points in Kansas.
Mr and Mrs R. E. Alldrcdge
passed thru Abbott Tuesday on
their summers vacation in the

r

r.
Tuesday evening the young
!1
friends of Miss Mabel White we
re invited to the home of Mr and
Mrs James Christman to partake
in a farewell to Miss Mabel who
leaves this week for Iowa.
A large number of young folks
mountains..
present and expressed their
were
Mr Barntrager of Gladstone
regret
at losing Mabel from their
unloaded an imegrant car here
midst but wishing her all success
first of the week.
C. E. Robertson and family and happiness in her new home.
was
C. II. GARNER
motored to Kephart Saturday ni- The evenings entertainment part
all
took
Auctioneer
and
planned
well
ght, returning Sunday.
me- Mills.
New Mexico.
- -'
and
greatest
zest
of
the
with
Mr and Mrs J. Carter and son
selling for
climax
experience
up
to
12
years
the
even
rriment
Polly
faSunday to bid
met the
appea- the best farmers and breeders in
cake
ice
and
cream
when
rewell to Mr and Mrs Dan Yodon
red on the scene.
three states, 8 years a breeder of
who left for their Ind home.
Shorthorn cattle and Poland China hogs . Padegrees understood.
Miss Mabel White left ThursClarence Leffler left Monday
Will go anywhere to conduct
day for Schaler, Iowa ,to make for his home in Fort Smith, Ar- large or small sales.
her home with her aunt
kansas, after having soent seve- Write, Wire or Phone at my ex- ral weeks visiting with friends
pense for dates, terma
in the vicinity of Roy. "Ding"
reasonable.
Mr and Mrs H. Chambers, Miss has a fine fruit and vegetable
Dolly Brown. Josenhine
farm close to the city of Fort
and Bessie White were present Smith, and he was anxious to
J. Appell was a business
at the farewell to 'Miss Mabel get back hone to help handle
in Springer Wednesday .
White Tuesday evening. .,
the large fruit crop.
:-

;
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$7.50
$8.72
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One 32 x 4
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2

up
cord at

$25.00
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The Snrino-e- Times has moved
into their new home in the Kim
ball building.

.....

:

r

W. L. Strawn who has been at
Dawson for several weeks is at
home for a few days.
Rain, 6' rain, where art thou?
We sure need thee and thy presence will be appreciated.
Mr Sullivan prominent Democratic candidate for Sheriff from

-:-

.

ning.

up

'.

..

Henrv Lebert of Mills was in
town on business Monday mor

x 3 at

m
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i
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And see our line of fresh up-idate Groceries

,

I
1

o

Mosquero was in town Tuesday.

R. S. Wood Motor
Company

ned home from Las Vegas Sunday where they have been attending summer school .

Heinz cider and table vinegar
We are also offering you at

News was received from Virgil
Anderson to the effect that he
has reached his destination and
is ready for threshing.

James

S.

Christman

Driller and Contractor

Deep Holes a Specialty
Custom Plowing.-j-LarTracts
ge

ROY. NEW MEXICO- -

Abstracts Abstracts Abstracts
We have the only complete tract index to the Harding
County Records.
We have an experienced abstracter in charge of our

business.

,

We give our entire time and attention to the abstract
business.
Our abstracts are approved by all loan companies oper-ing in Harding County.
We can furnish abstracts promptly, and at a reasonable
.

charge.

Harding County Abstract. Co.
INCORPORATED AND BONDED
Mosquero,
New Mexico.

For Sale, one National Range
cook stove in good shape. Will take $25.00 cash for it. For information call at S.A. office

.

Eeveryone should read the ps- ütical announcements which appear in the Spanish'" American.
Those who have announced them
selves want office and are not
afraid to tell the people that they
are candidates so that those wh
may be appointed delegates can
inquire into their fitness for office and knowingly vote forihe
man best fitted for the place.
The Spanish American is an Independent Newspaper and will
be glad to make your announcement regardless of the party
which you ask recognizance.
With over thousand subscribers
and over 60 in Harding County gives the voters of the Coun- a chance to know your fitness for
office. The paper is read by over
half the voters of the county
every week and it the best medium in the county to tell the pu
blic your qualifications. If you
want an office and have not, yet
announced, send in your notice
at once. We expect to increase
our subscription list in the county about 600 or more within the
next thirty days.

SPECIAL PRICES
Royal Red

Scans

psas- -

-

American Maid Lima beans- Old Homestead flour- Sweet Relish and Concentrated
'

.

25c

-

10c each

'

$4.15 owl

tomatoes 10c each

See our complete line of

Alabastine, Paints
Oils and Varnishes
1

R oy Trading Go.

Saturday AUGUST 5th, 1922

he Spanish American, Roy, Harding County, New Mexico.
NEWS FOR THE FARMER

A CORRECTION

In this time of crop failures,
We wish to state that it was
the farmer that is milking a lot Dr. Self who assisted in the Mrs
of cows is extremely lucky or at Joe Mitchell operation last week
least he has some money coming instead of Dr. Gibbs, as we rein each week, that helps to keep ported.
The cub reporter made
the wolf from the door.
the error in the names.
However he is confronted with
the problem of feeding his cows
Roy Hephner of Gladstone sp
so that they will produce the
greatest amount of milk at the ent Sunday at the P. J. Hephner
least cost.. The silo offers the home in Roy. '
best opportunity that the farmer
real-estat- e
S. R. Crouse of Mills, was a-has for a cheap succulent feed.
More so is this true of this year, mong the many visitors in Roy
Long
when a large portion of the corn last Monday.
throughout the country will fail
to make gram, yet will make an
Low
W. R. Bradley and son Tell,
excelent quality of silage.
and Mr. Hazen were Las Vegas
You may say that it is imposs
visitors the latter part of the
ible for you to make a silo at week.
this time on account of the scarsee
city of money. It is possible
that you need no capital to make J. A. White and H. M. Harper
the silo I am advocating the tr were Dawson visitors Saturday,
ench silo. All that you need is a where they secured a position
plow and a scraper or fresno. for the balance of the summer.
If you do not have these tools, They left for their new work
you can borrow them to complete Monday.
the job. Then if you can borrow
or hire a silage cutter you are
M. C. Hendricks and family reready to put up your feed. Your turned from Las Vegas, Thurscows will show their gratitude day afternoon, where Mr. HenRoy, N. M.
thru increased milk production. dricks has been assisting in the
Trench silos are past the ex normal work.
perimental stage, having been
used in Colorado successfully
R. H. Bentley and family and
a number of years. The writfor
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION er of this article
Jackson and Mrs. Eliza
W..T.
has also used
Sunday afternoon
King
returned
one for the past three years with
couple
of weeks outing
a
from
Department of the Interior
splendid results. A trench five
Ü. S. Land Office at Clayton,
They rein
up
mountains.
the
to seven ft, deep and from eight
trip.
enjoyable
very
port
a
New Mexico.
to twelve feet wide, with a lengJuly 12, 1922
th of from thirty to fifty feet is
NOTICE is hereby given that plenty for the average herd of NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Mary G. Laumbach, of Roy, Har- cows.
ding County, New Mexico, who,
The filling of this type of silo
Department of the Interior
on September, 11, 1918, made requires the least amount of lab- U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N.
Additional Homestead Entry, No or as the trampin and scattering Mexico.
'
024570, for NE-SWV2 is done by horses. The big savJuly 12, 1922
SEU, Sec. 20., NWU; SWU ing of labor tho comes at the NOTICE is hereby given that
SW, Section 29, Township 18 time of feeding at which time it Leonore Laumbach, of Roy, HarN, Range 25E, N. M. P. Merid is only necessary to back your ding County, New Mexico, who,
ian, has filed notice of intention wagon up to the pile and load on on September 11th, 1918, made
to'make Final Three Year Proof, what you need.
Additional Homestead Entry, No
to establish claim to the land
If you are interested in a silo 024571, for
described, before F. II. Fos- of this type come in and see me
Section 31,
30.,
ter, U. S. Commissioner at his or else drop me a card and I will Sec.
Township 18 N., Range 25 E, N.
office at Roy, New Mexico, on see what I can do for you.
M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
the 22nd day of August, 1922.
R. L. STRONG,
of intention to make final Three
Claimant names as witnesses:
County Agricultural Agent Year Proof, to establish claim to
P J. Laumbach and Benancio
the land above described, before
Madrid of Solano, New Mexico,
Louis C. Lamb, left last Satur- F. H. Foster, U. S. Commissioner
and Dan Laumbach and Alejan- day for Fort Bliss, Texas, where at his office at Roy, New Mexico
dro Maestas of Roy, New Mex. he is to enter the Citizen's Mil- on the 22 day of August, 1922.
H. H. Errett,
iary Training school which is to Claimant names as witnesses
Register.
open soon.
Louis is an
P. J. Laumbach and Benanch
22- - 29- - 5- man, having served during Madrid of Solano, New Mexico,
the war as a Sargeant in the In- - and Dan Laumbach and AlejanMike MsGuire, our effecient jfántry corps, and he feels that dro Maestas of Roy, New Mex.
school janitor, made a business jthe training he will get by attend
H. H. Errett,
trip to Las Vegas the latter part ling this school for a period of
Register.
of last week.
thirty days will bo very valuable

MONEY
to

Editor!
Seattle.

LOAN

Johnson

ve

WI2-NW1- 4,

;
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Matthew It I
Church at

ttt fun

Wvt

TERIANS g,V7 Sk" Ame,

of her government
to the Presbvterian Church. She
has been one of this government's
greatest examples and most powerful defender. In the old days the
Presbyterian church's adherence to
doctrines and principles, added to
the stre. eth. , character, and integ,
In
rity of American citizenship.
these latter days, it seems to me,
the has come upon perilous times.
FIRST.
The Presbyterian
Church commits a folly and sin
if she permití infamous heretics 'who deny the deity of, Christ
and the infallibility of the Bible to
tay In her ranks and to occupy her
Sea owes much

!

Write to
or

&

Rv

TQ

rate

Schúltz

No

Minutar ia

Church has
byter!an
The
been one ot the reatest forte for
liberty, education, and" evangelism
America has ever had, I think.' It
wa the author of
modern reprtscn-PRESBtat ve Republican

On improved
time

mm iwmmm m
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BRADLEY

At last our Institute work, is

rer for this year.

Exams have
Leen given for the last time this
year. We are all proud to say
that our Harding county Insti
tute showed better work than
Liat of any other county.
Mrs. G. W. Hazen, our popular
Sunday Suhool superintendent,
has been, on the sick list for the
past few days, but seems to be
Letter at this time.
We are quite a bit behind on
the Bradley items as we have
Leen having visitors and also attending Institute, and thus, do
not get all of the gossip. Nevertheless we will try to remember
what is going on at present and
let the wiser judge the future .
Some of our citizens have been
gathering, plums down in the
valley. They report the fruit as
being of a fine quality and very
easy to be gotten. Plum picking
is the most popular
sport at the present time.
out-do-

or

.x.siKiM

and

place-hunte-

mr

who constantly

rs

devise schemes and plans and or
ganizations to increase their power,
patronage and patrimony. They
live and work exclusively that they
may subsist upon such efforts.

THIRD

The

Prcsbyteriaa

Church cwmmits a fofly when she
her tnemifi to begin to
permit
build machinery and centralize her
detracting
government, thereby
w
AVJTOCATCH
from her power.
pulpits. I insist she has bo right to
1 don't believe Presbyterians will
allow such enemies of God, of submit to centralized power nor to
home, and of government to carry dictation by agents and machines.
her name. I think a 1'resbyterian They crushed that kind of power
minister who denies the deity of once. I hope they will crush it
Christ or the infallible Word of again. It must be crushed in gov
God and continues to occupy a ernments and it must be crushed in
Presbyterian pulpit is drawing his the church.
money under false pretenses. We
The Presbyterian Church should
have all taken oath to teach the
the sovereignity and
deity of Christ and the infalli- return to supremacy
of her Presbility of God's Word, and for that power and
government and to the
we receive position and compensa- byterian
control by her presbyteries.
tion.
Presbyterian
Hear my pleal Awake, grand old
SECOND
The
Church commits a folly when she Church of liberty, righteousness-anevangelism.
becomes a meal ticket for faddists

Mrs. Frank Smith has been
very busy recently raising chickens and garden. She does not
seem to be very well this summer
Mrs. C C. More is on the sick
list this week.
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Beem are
getting ready to leave this good
country for awhile. We hate to
Mills,
see them leave as they are some
Dates at this office
of our most industrous people.
We feel that they will return in
a short time.
Will Tell always have such a
hard time breaking the news? ?
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Heimann
visited at the Ames home Friday Fancy Comb : Extracted Honey

Geo E. Cochrane
THE

AUCTIONEER

N.M

FATJO'S HONEY

evening.
For sale by the case
Mrs. W. R. Bradley and little
and in 5 gal. cans
Gilbert are having quite atime as
he is visiting her the past week Retailed by all
Leading Grocer
or so.
G. N. Hazen and Mr. Ralph
Italian Bees and Queens
Hazen went to DeHaven on business. '
Mrs. Oscar Murphy, like seveSpringer, New Mex,
ral others, is being bothered with P.O. Box
hay fever. These hot days are
hard on those who are subject to
this malady.
Mrs. Pruett also, has troubles
with the hay fever since coming
down to a warmer climate.
Mrs. Prewitt highly recommen
ds the Bradley lake baths for hay
fever (and a lot of fried chicken)
Don't forget S S. Sunday at ACETYLENE WELDING AND
10:30 A.M. SHARP.
DISC ROLLING
AT THE OLD STAND,
been
who
Vachon
has
Father
WITH.THE LIBERTY
in San Antonio, Texas for seveGARAGE
ral weeks returned home last

Fatjo Apiaries

Mr. and Mrs. Aspgren, Mr. and
Mrs. Ralph Hazen, Mr. and Mrs.
Jay Bradley and Mrs. Don Bradley were those from Bradley who
attended the reception at Mosquero given in honor of Mr. and
Mrs. L. Kingsbury.
Mr. and Mrs. II. P. Kingsbury
visited the parential Bradley
home Sunday,'
Mrs. jLeFrecs and daughter,
ed and Mrs. Nanalee Kingsbury
passed by here on their way to
Roy Friday.
week.
Rae Smith was thru the BradS. N. Gallegos came in on the
ley community on business last
Polly Sunday from a business
Friday.
Joe Woods called at the Ames trip in the northern part of the
state.
home a short time last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Jenkens, (sister
County school superintendent,
and brother of Mrs. Ames) visited at the Ames heme Saturday DeFrees and Mrs. Harry Kingsand Sunday. Their children, to- bury of Mosquero, were trading
gether with those of the Ames', in Roy Saturday last.
I am a graduate from . theBlWiccnniñ AnpfÍATioorínff Rnlinnl
the Bradley children and compCity commissioner Gambrel,
any, made a total of just fifteen
I will assure you of service-thachildren on the Bradley farm for has a force of men at work this
brings results.
a couple of days, and one never week cleaning up. the streets
Will be glad to cry your sale
saw a nicer lot of little tots, and and the town in general.
mywhere at any time.
No
all happy to be together.
Clalrence Wright was do'"n
serioüs accidénts occured among
the children however. We miss from his ranch near French the
their screaming, laughing and .first of the week. Clarence is
crying and hope they will come now a deputy at the railroad
Roy, New Mexico.
yards in Raton where several
again.
Mrs. Pruett, of Dawson, spent hundred men are on strike.
the past two weeks with Mrs.
Hog men Attention! I have
Don Bradley and family and is
C.
going to extend her visit a while Tankage for sale.
F. S. Brown
longer.
UNDERTAKER
Mrs. Arthur Hazen spent a
And
Eighty acres of
FOR SALE
day with Mrs. Lysle Hazen reLICENSED EMBALMER
quartcently. Mrs. Lysle has been in land lying one and three
bad health all summer but seems ers miles north of Solano. Add Full line of Caskets alwaysq on
hand, also suits and dresses.
to be improved some now. Mrs. ress
Calls
answered day or night
Mrs. Martha Frank,
Arthur is as sassy as ever and in
Phone No. 53
119 Emerick street,
good health. She is beginning to
s
Roy, N. Mex.
Foster Blk.
San Angeto, Texas.
visit some now, having spent 2
or three days out recently, so we
hear.
FOR SALE About 1,200 bushel
Ed Fuller and wife were out in of good clean seed wheat, tests
the Bradley neighborhood Thurs- from 58 to 60 pounds per bushel.
day.
J.C. Cory, three miles north and
ON REAL ESTATE
Miss Evelyn Hughbanks óf
lf
mile east of Mosquero.
Dawson, visited her sister, Mrs. MTn
Don Bradley, last week.
Rates Reasonable.
.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Heimann FOR SALE:
tractor Can Make Inspection Soon.
are able to be up and around
and new Jc'ha Deere three disc Write, Phone or See,
after quite a spell of sickner.
pVv; new fourteen disc
T. J. is helpin Frank with hi: John Deere harrow, one new 34
plowing.
wagon, three good Jersey cows,
NEW MEXICO.
Mrs. Pruett, Mrs. Grover Am- one extra good three year old MOSQUERO,
Roy
in
Saturwere
es and others
Holstein bull. Will consider terday on business.
ms on engine and plow.
GARDNER S. CHAPIN, M. DDon't forget Sunday School
Call on or write to
Physician and Surgeon
next. Sunday morning at ten thir
Ira Thetford
ty o'clock SHARP. A fine time at Wilson Co., Mill Office.
GLADSTONE. NEW MEXICO.
and a good lesson assured to all
Mills, New Mexico .

General Blacksmith

and
Machine Work

J. D. Wade,

AUCTIONEER

-

t

Col. B. R. Reeder

How Hie Master Driver
Became Master Tire Builder
IN

1903, driving the "999" racing

Barney Oldfield started his
career of victories that later
earned him the title of "Master
Driver of The World." To overcome the tire weaknesses that made
racing difficult and dangerous, he
studied tires specified materials-superv- ised
construction.
Today, Barney Oldfield is known
as the "Master Tire Builder."
Starting with the crude tires which
carried the "909" one mile in sixty
seconds, Oldfield
gradually developed his famous Cords a set of
which covered 500 miles at eighty-eigmiles an hour without a
change.
ht

In three years Oldñeld tires have
won every important race on American speedways. They are the only

American tires that have ever taken
first place in the French Grand Prix.
They have won for three consecur
tive years in the
Indianapolis Sweepstakes. So far in 1922,
Oldfields have lowered four World's
Records and seven track records.
500-mi- le

The Wichita Test Run gave evidence of Oldfield superiority
touring when a set of four Cords covered 34,525 miles over rutted, frozen,
winter roads a' performance attested by the Mayor of Wichita.
See your dealer and get a set of

these rugged tires that Barney
d
has developed and perfected
through a lifetime of practical tire
experience. Their performance will
convince you that they are "The
Most Trustworthy Tires Built"
Old-fiel-

DODDS

I.

MONEY to LOAN

one-ha-

r-b-

on

a-g-

lne

Reme jio Lopez

-.

BAKER & SCHE1ER, Roy, New Mexico

Plenty of front seats; bring
your dinner and spend the day.
II. S. Ward rode into Mosquero
and back. He is not in very good
health this summer, this being
his 90th summer.
Tell Bradley and Miss Blanche
Hall were, in Mosquero last week
on business.
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FOR SALE At a bargain,
section of good tilible land with.WANTED : A good farm hand,
in 6 miles of town, with good one who can handle a Fordson
improvements.' If you are look
ing for a real buy, it will pay and do all kinds of farm work.
Jack Mahoney,
you to look into this proposition.
R.R. "A" City.
,
A.
Inquire at the S

in

""

"

''

,

THE

.New Shoes
Old Shoes
Tight Shoes

Southwest

News

MARINES GALLED

New Mexico

and Arizona

FOOT-ER-

A special election was held in WI1- lard to Tote on a bond issue of $35,000
for the erection of a new school

Th Antiseptic, Healing Powder

ln tlM Feel
Takes the friction Irom the shoe, fresh- ens the feet and gives new vigor. At!
night, when your feet re tired, sore
and swollen from walking or dancing,
in we
Sprinkle ALLEN s foot-kas- k
foot-bat-

OUST SQUATTERS
The Golden Link mine in the Mc--1
gollon mountains, near Silver City,
has been taken over by L. H. Foster
and plans are being made to put it In

and enley the bllaa oi feet

h

wllliMil an

mfttm

operation at an early date.
, ; ,
The plant of the Four States Seed
Company, which burned to the ground
some time ago, is to be rebuilt, according to a statement of one of the offi
cials of the reorganized company at

pounds of Powder for thai
um-loFeet were otea oj oar Armj ana
the war.
FOOT-KAIn a Pinch. Ota ALLEN'S
Over 1,6X,(XX

eij

Flics!
fvt&i'k

THEY SPREAD
DI8BA8B
Placed anywbore. DAISY FLY KILLER attracts and
aonvanlent and
fcilia all fliMNat, toan, ornamaotal,
cnaap. Lwa ajiwa
"TPTT?
m. Hada of macal,
tt-- 4 rean't
niU ortiDovart
will not anil or ininr
1 o aran two
anything.
f

Kill All

Clayton, N. M.
The New Mexico Cattle and Horse
Growers' Association will hold the fall
session at the State College In Las
Cruces, some time In October or
Plans are being made to handle a large crowd at this time.
The big. box factory which for some
time' has been under construction at
the mills of the McGaffey Lumber
Company in the Zunl hills, near Gal
lup, N. M will soon Btart operations
and begin filling the large number of
orders now on file.
Thomas Hopper, employed as a
teamster In the construction of a new
swimming pool near the city pumping
station of Douglas, was struck by a
bolt of lightning and almost instantly
killed. A Mexican working with him
was knocked down, but was not Injured. The two horses were killed.
Robert E. Mills was sentenced to a
year In Leavenworth penitentiary by
federal Judge Sawtelle of Prescott,
Ariz., on a charge of passing counter-felt dollars. He pleaded guilty to
passing one tin and lead molded dol
lar, but federal agents explained he
had forty inore In his possession when
he was arrested.
J. J. Huber, Mesa rancher, who recently was Indicted on a charge of
bigamy, surrendered at the sheriffs
office In Phoenix and furnished bond
of $1,500. It is charged that Huber
married two women before the law
against polygamy was enacted in Arizona and has since continued to main
tain two homes.
.

FLY KILLER
at war doalar or

HAROLD

EXPRKS3,Drepald,
OREES, m
Kalb

WHY

LIBRARIANS

8 bT

11.25.

A.. Brooklyn,

N. X

LIKE

JOB

Amusement
Out of Singular
Transformation of Book Titles in

Get

Memories

of Readers.

The scholastic hush of the public
library Is seldom broken by a titter,
but the Hbrarianettes In the central
circulation department have a steady
refuge from hard work in the compilation of the singular transformatlons of book titles that take place In
the memories of seekers for literary
sweetness and light. Herewith is the
latest unofficial bulletin, according to
a New York Sun writer:
"Have you got Jack London's 'The
Shout in the Woods'?" inquired a wist
ful young thing.
"The Shout In the Woods'?" echoed
the experienced llbrarlanette. "Let me
see. I'm sure I can find out which of
his novels you mean. Oh, yes isn't
It 'The Call of the Wild'?"
"That's what I said," murmured the
wistful young thing" 'The . Call of
.the Wild.' "
Of course It's a pardonable slip to
ask for Galsworthy's "For Rent" when
vou really want his "To Let." The
difference Is hardly worth mentioning,
But it's really almost profane to demand : "The Autograph on the Break,
fast Table."
But He Can't Go.
Headline "Kaiser Busts to Go."
He can bust for aught we care.

TO KILL RATS

On the Datll national forest It Is
estimated that the costs of the fires
for the season up to June 30 has been
over $5,000, the Cañón creek blaze
alone costing over $3,000. Of the
blazes which occurred In
the reserve, 23 were caused by carelessness of campers or herders and 84
In the 23
were started by lightning.
blazes started by men, nine convictions
were secured in court, fines being Im
posed which ranged from $10 to $25,
Forrest Fielder has opened an in
quiry at Silver City Into the feud tragedy on the open range in which one on
each side, Bate Bradbury and John
Fulcher were killed In a gun fight.
Attorney J. S. Vaughn has been re
tained to defend Mart Bradbury, ar
rested for complicity in the shooting.
Sidney Fulcher, who suffered a shat
tered right arm In the fight, is In a
Lordsburg hospital. He will be defend
ed by Attorney W. B. Watson of Sil
fifty-seve-

and MICE
Always use the genuine

STEARNS' ELECTRIC PASTE

for
it forcee these pests to ron from the buildingwater-buirater and fresh air. Rate, mice, cockroaches,
and ante destroy food and property and are
sarrlers of disease.
THAN TRAPS
READY FOR USE-BET- TER
Directions in 16 languages In erery box.
2 of. sue 860. 16 oa else 11.60.
MONEY BACK If IT FAILS

LARGE
PROFITS

n

ver City.

Twenty-on- e
parcels of state land in
Santa Cruz county were sold at public auction' in Nogales by Rudolph
are being made by Dealers in
Radio through the
Euchler, state land commissioner, asdemand, and consequent
sisted by T. L. McLeod, chief engineer
of the appaquick turn-oveof the department, and C. B. Ashley,
ratus which he handles.
department sales manager. The land,
which is mostly grazing lands, wenl
to nine purchasers, the' total amount
received by the state being approxl
is here to stay. Have you con- -'
mately $16,000. The money goes into
sidered how a Radio Department would improve your
the public school fund and the fund
yearly balance sheet?
for the operation of state institutions.
Plans are being made for the re
Radio Merchandising
modeling of the Old Dominion mill at
Globe, Ariz., and the Increasing of its
Magazine,
The
capacity from 750 to 1,000 tons dally,
tdio
the
Industry
of
The remodeling will cost about $50,will answer all your questions.
000 and will permjt of lower costs and
One dollar will bring it to
a higher extraction being obtained.
you for four months Three
The mill will not be shut down while
dollars a year.
changes are being made.
Radio Publishing Corporation
A verdict of suicide was returned
Incorporated
at the inquest into the death of Lee
Depi.26,342 Madison Ave,New York dry
Honaker, a truck driver, who died, at
St. Joseph's sanatorium in Albuquer
que as the result of a bullet wound
West Texas Military Academy In his head. Honaker shot himself
b.o.t.0. San Antonio, Texas sotnYear after he had attempted to kill his two
Affiliated with the University of Texas,
brothers-in-laWilliam L. and Harry
West Point, Annapolis and leading
tlons of the United States. Army oriloers IT. DoBell, at their home In Albuquer
Uniform
by War Department.
extra-ordinar- y

RADIO

Semi-Month-

'

detailed
eqnlpmentUsned by Government. Separate
Junior School. Swimming Pool, tthletlo
Field. Champions of football and Baseball.
Osens SEPT. a. Write for new illustrated
catalogue. J. TOM WILLIAMS, Supt,

Is Ideal for

1
1

25c.

practice.

PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM
Raatoraa Color and

S

Chem.

I

WtaPstehocue.rT.T.

HIMfjERCORNS Remove Com. Cat.
joese. etc, stops all pain, ensure comfort totha
lklu easy. ton. hfi nail or t Unig",
make
gilt, titsoox Chesileai Work, Patobogna, . I. . J
iet.

D

I

-
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FOR BURNS CUTS ITCH 6ORE8
75c at store; 85c by maiL Address

New York Drug Concern, New York
W. N.

U, DENVER,

NO.

22.

Automobile registration in New
for the six months period from Jan
uary to June 30, 1922, shows an in
crease of 687 automobiles over the
registration for the same period last
year, according to a statement Issued
recently by Ernest R. Hall secretary
of state.
The new water plant at Roy is now
completed and the pumps Installed so
that the city will soon be furnished
with water. It is believed that the
two wells will supply from 1,200 to 1,
BOO
eallons per hour which It ii
thought will be ample for the city.

i

? I Beauty to Gray and Faded Hair

yflntscnl

At a. recent meeting of the direc
tors of the New Mexico chapter of the

'

The Complexion

vis?

que.

American Mining Congress, J. F. Wood
bury, Silver City attorney, was named
as the secretary of the chapter, to fill
the vacancy caused by the resignation
of Burton Bunch. Mr. Woodbury will
take up his new duties at once, hand
ling them In connection with his law

Cuticura Soap
Soap 25c, Ointment 25 and 50c, Talc

FORCE IS ORDERED TO
REMOVE DRILLERS FROM
TEAPOT DOME.

ARMED

some
SE

When Baby Complains.

TO OIL RESERVE

From All Over

all feel the same
if you shake;
into them

ALLEN'S

SPANISH-AMERICA-

'

PROTEST OF DRILLERS

FAILS TO

AVERT ORDER OF NAVAL
DEPARTMENT.

.Secretary
Washington.
Acting
Roosevelt has ordered Major General
Le Jeune, commandant of the marine
corps, to send one officer and three or
four enlisted marines Into the Teapot
Dome naval oil reserve, Wyoming, at
a pluce about forty miles from Casper,
to eject oil squatters who have begun
drilling for oil.
The secretary said he Issued his or
der on the basis of information forwarded to the Navy Department by
the Interior Deportment some months
ago of the presence of the squatters
on the naval reserve and after warn
ing had been given the squatters to

"THERE ARE MATTY WAYS a baby has of expressing any nam or irregularity
1 nr rHcrrpRRinn frnm its normal condition of health and ranuiiiess. A short;
sharp cry, a prolonged irritated cry. Restlessness, a constant turning of the head!
or of the whole body, fretJuL In these and other ways a. baby tells you there
something wrong. Most mothers know that a disordered stomach, or bowels that.
A Call for thd dOCtOlH
An Tint a of nornTslW oro fr.fi (ttiiüfl ftf mnst fif hflhv's KTlfFp.rmFS.
is the first thought, but in the event of any delay there should be ready at hss$
a saie remeay sucn as iiercners uastuna.
Castona has been used for baby's ailments for over 30 years end has merited the good will of the family physician in a measure not equaled by any
baby's medicine because of its harmlessness and the good results achieved.
And remember this: (historiáis essentially a lsapy's remedy andiitrtacnre-all for every member of the family. What might help yon is too often dangerocs
!
when given to a babe.
11

ote

wot forrfmN ISTtaidBraptol

vacate.
The head of the group of squatters,
Secretary Roosevelt said, had notified
the Navy Department thathe would
"like to think It over" before abandon
ing his drilling. Mr. Roosevelt added
that after consultation with officials
of the Interior Department he had de
cided that the time had passed for
"thinking It over" and so Issued his or
der to General Le Jeune.
Asked as to the number of marines
to be sent into the Teapot Dome re
serve, Mr. Roosevelt said he had In
formed General LeJeune that he
thought one officer "of discretion" and
a handful of men would be sufficient
to eject the squatters.

4f

I

it

WN

Villi 1MPiIULTUiZ
17

tmthcStomadsaBdBw

Let's Think It Over.
There is stzch a thing as saying too much on any subject, and
"
talker sooner or .later becomes a bore. The truth,
the
is always welcomed, and the troth reiterated and confirmed is morethan welcome it reaches yonr Innermost souL
"grand-stand-

nchteOpuira.MerphlMn
MineraL NotNahcotic

.

-

Fletcher's Castoria is all its advertising has claimed for it,
Scrutinized . y the microscope of public opinion and used for orer thirty
years it stands without a peer in the hearts of thoughtful, cautious'
discerning Mothers. And once used, mother lore there is no substitute
for mother love will scorn to try a "substitute" r a

ST'

,

d',

a

Casper, Wyo. The action of Acting
Secretary of the Navy Roosevelt in or
derlng marines to outs alleged oil
squatters from the Teapot naval oil re
serve, recently leased by the govern
ment to the Mammoth Oi Company
for development purposes, Is believed
to be based on á dispute between the
Sinclair Interests and the Mutual Oil
Company.
The Mutual has been drilling for six
weeks on lands claimed by the Sinclair, and efforts toward ousting the
Mutual have been expected by oil men.
The Mutual's claim is based, It Is
said, on old placer locations prior to
the naval withdrawal.

Children Cry Fop

4

Dnmo

(stlpationandD
restan. thcrefrantóo7-

-

Masquerading under many names drugs that are injurious to thel
tender babe have found their way into some households, but the light of j
experience soon casts them out. Are they cast out before it is too late? j
MOTHERS SHOULD

KAD THE BOOKLET THAT IS AR0UHD EVERY BOTTLE OF FLETCHEB'S

GENUINE

CASTORIA

NEW TUKiv.

CAST081A

ALWAYS

Bears the Signature of

Exact Copy of Wrapper.

TH. CCNTAUH COMPANY. KIW YORK

OITV.

BRIGHTENS, REFRESHES, ADDS NEW DELIGHT TO OLD DRAPERIES
Irish Irregulars Kill Seven.
Dublin. Two colonels and five sol
diers of the government forces were
PUTNAM FADELESS DYES
killed and 'seven others wounded near
Reinforce
Among certain African tribes brides
Maryboro by Irregulars.
A Spring Game.
Criticism.
ments which arrived from Maryboro
can be purchased on the installment
"Do you play Put and Take?"
I dream most of my stories.
He
were attacked by the irregulars. Three
"Yes, I put on my light underwear system.
She How you must dread to go to
officers were wounded, two of them bed.
and take It ofC."
More than 2,000,000 miners are ra
fatally. Eighteen irregulars were cap
tured with arms and ammunition.
Blood will tell, but sometimes we quired to produce the world's supply
Preaching and practice are twins
Issued by General that often get separated.
of coal.
Communication
hate to listen to it
O'Duffy records substantial progress
for the free state troops.

11 ÜQfltS

Amundsen Abandons Trip to Pole.
Nome, Alasko. Captain Amundsen
has abandoned his attempt to reach
Point Barrow in the Maud, his explor
ation shjn, and lias transferred to the
schooner Holmes, according to a wire
less message received here. Transferring to the Holmes with Captain
Amundsen were Lieut. G. Omdal, avi
ator, and one other man whose name
was not given. It Is understood that
the plan to fly across the north pole
has been abandoned until next year.
German Citizens Repaid.
Honduras. The gov
Tegucigalpa,
ernment of Honduras has allotted to
certain German merchants resident In
the republic the sum of $l'i0,000 to
indemnify them for "losses suffered
as a result of the 'black lists and
other measures taken during the war,"
in which Honduras sided with the al
lies. The comment of some portions
of the local press is Ironical. "Why,"
It Is asked, "should the allies compen
sate German citizens for losses as a
result of the war? Honduras has
many urgent local needs for all the
money It can spare."
Coal

Contracts Placed

in Scotland.

London. Important contracts have
been placed In Scotland for immediate
shipments of coal to the United States
and additional orders are under nego
tiations, it was learned here. This Is
the first occasion since the outbreak
of the European war on which Scotch
coal has been bought for shipment to
America. Scotland also has been asked
to shiD'larce ouantities of coal to
South American markets.
Allies Demand Occupation.
Paris. The French government has
Informed the Greek charge d'affaires

at Paris that France's authorization
for the occupation of Constantinople
by Greek troops Is formally refused.
Athens. A note sent by the Greek
government to the allies respecting
the intentions of Greece In Asia Minor
emphasizes the view that the occupa
tion of Constantinople Is the only
means of bringing about peace, and
savs Greece has made arrangements
with that purpose in view.
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The sun isihe largest but you can
hold the cent so close to your eye
that youH lose sight of the sun.

Don't let o cheap price or a M3 can ffófti&o
povdcr malic you lose sislit o2 quality

The Economy

BRüiüíPBWBE,
MADE

Is the quality leavener
-f- or real economy in
the kitchen, always
use Calumet, one trial
will convince you.
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PLAN SOMETHING

PLEASURE--

Saturday August 5th, 1922

Mexico.

PLEASURE MOTHN6 , CAL '.
SEE THE BEASON I'M'
PLANNNG 0 A PfCAJIC IS
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"Profit"
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Las Vegas, July 31st, The
of the administration in
BEEF AND COAL
Iew Mexico to Dlunere the state
Jersey Progressive says
ex
In this weeks isue will be fou- Utate nell mell into further
censugovernment owned rail'
money
was
of
penditures
nd the announcement of Homer
roads would bust
Holmes for County Clerk. We all red here today in communicathe trusts.
know Homer is well fitted for tions received at the state Demothe office and one of the best cratic headquarters. . through-nut
Democrats generally
men in the county for the posithe state ureed active oppo
tion he asks, for. Homer 'says
the boys all know him, and if sition to the proposed plan to
they feel he is the man for the call a special session ot tne legisplace he will appreciate the no- lature to iam throuerh measures
mination. Mr. Holmes is too bu- for reclamation work under the
sy getting ready to sow wheat Smith McNary bill which, as yet,
to get to see all the voters before has not nassed Conaress and
the primary, but he wants the which will not likely pass before
nomination just the same and so December. Should the bill pass,
4
"V
far as his record is concerned as there will be held soon thereafter
a man and as for fitness he is the regular session of the state
legislature.
leaving that up to the people.
However, State Chairman Hun
Anyway he will appreciate all
the support given him and if no- ker assumed the position that
minated and elected will persona- his attitude on the spending of
lly take care of the office. Adv state money, thus increasing the
state's tax burden, has been tho'
covered and that comroughly
Murl C. Johnson is visiting his
on
ment
the latest plan to spend
grandmother Mrs J. L. Hayes,
also the William King and Guy more money was unnecessary.
Heyes homes in Raton this week The chairman indicated that a
on
tendency to go off
George L. Record, progressive
aspirant to the seat now occupied
like an op
looked
anything
that
n
Frelinghuy-scBy U. S. Senator J. S.
Jess and Sam Halterman and portunity to pass out more cash
of N. J., is advocating Federal Mr and Mrs H. R. Robbins left
would not be one of the features
ownership of railroads as a way to
eurb vicious methods of the beef for Tulsa Oklahoma Sunday whe- of the Democratic party.
re they will work in the oil fields
nd coal trusts.
Convention plans ;are now
They are making the trip by
chiefly before the chairman . Fol
John Coffeen was a business
lowing the executive committee's
visitor in our little city Monday.
expression for an early convenMr and Mrs George Haworth
tion, the state chairman has been
'
Senator T. E. Mitchell was. in who have been visiting at the urged by other leaders of the
from his Albert ranch last Tues- Conner home for several weeks, party of New Mexico, to get the
left for Estes Park and other actual campaigning for individuday on business.
Colorado points last' Tuesday. als
started as early cas; possil.-Ed Williams of northeast of They will not return to their so that the thoughtsrof the DeRoy, was transacting business Okla, home for several weeks
mocrats generally over the state
in Roy Monday.
might be sufficiently crystalizetl
No rain worthy of mention yet to place before the electorate a
Mr and Mrs K. F. Woodman in the immediate Roy vicinity. strongticket from start to finish
are attending to business in Ra- Some goód showers have fell east
With this situation1 existing,
ton, Trinidad and other mount- of town and some north and noris likely that the call for the
it
ain towns this week.
theast, but they have done very
little good. The general condi- convention, which will take place
Ab Wagner was up from his tion is very dry and the fact of shortly, will be forthcoming with
ranch east of Abbott Monday. He the matter is we are going thru in a few days
reports crop conditions very good a regular old fashioned drought.
out in his community.
Shooting husbands is getting
F. E. Ivey and Sam Dunn who to be a habit, and we suppose
Prof! Potts will leave Monday .have attended the Round-U- p
at there'd be a lot more of
it only
for Santa Fe where he will attend Wyoming, returned Monday eve-- a
some
miwomen
are
afraid
they
-,
meeting of the Vocational tea- ning they report of having a fine
ght
have
go
then
to
for
goof
He
wil
chers the state.
be
time also a very good trip which
ne for about two weeks.
was made in Ivey's car.
a living.
.
HOMER HOLMES
FOR COUNTY CLERK

pro-jositi- on

&
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half-cock-

ed

to-wor- k
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For twenty years H.B. Holt's
watch-wor- d
and party
cry has been "Republican
'battle
'
harmony to overcome Democratic opposition", and this year
when he is making a determined
effort to secure for himself the
Republican Senatorial nomination any one can see plainly that
he is living up to his motto. Other men in the party may be besmirching each others characters
and indulging in differences and
dissensions, but not so with Mr.

BRADLEY ITEMS

i

political

FLAHERTY'
A birthday dinner was given
at Lyell Hazen's Monday in honSUPREME KNIGHT
or of Lyell's birthday. We have
not learned which one, but any
way a deKgiitf ul time was report
ed by all of those present.
'
A nice little rain was enjoyed
by a part of this jneighborhood
Tuesday.
C. C. Moore made r, b'.rness
trip to Mosquero Wednesday.'
Mrs Oscar Aspgren has been
on the sick list the past wee,k.
Mr. and Mrs. L. S. Hazen,
Arthur Hazen, Donald Moore and
Sanger were Sunday .guests
of Mrs. Belle Morford,
A. Flaherty of Iliiladcij.
Mr. and Mrs; P. Hall are en- phiJasnes
Supreme Knight
was
in
joying a visit from relatives
It tft national rally of the Knights
of Columbus at Atlantic City. The
Oklahoma.
Knights spent ver three million
Dawson,
has
of
E.
Mrs,
Pruitt
dollars last ye&r ta helping disabled
been visiting Mrs. Don' Bradley oldtauh
.
RE-ELEC-

Apparently he recognizes the
fact that the high office of Sena
tor of the United States carries
e
with it some dignity and he
ms to be impressed with the be
lief that a dignified office should
be obtained in a dignified man- ner. In1 that respect we thoroughly agree with Mr Holt and we
cannot see any present reason to
see-Le-
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Holt;- -

says the past week,
Charley Woods was calling on
Republican Party in New Mexi-ic- o C. C. Moore, Sunday afternoon.
agree with him also. In other
R. and G . W. Hazen were Roy
words we are of the opinion, and
Saturday..
visitors
so is Mr. Holt, that the voting
R.
Randle, who is to be the
G.
Republicans of this great
of
driver
the Bradley school
wiB welcome a change
from past practices and will glact-l- truck, brought home a new truck
support a man for the highest Thursday.
office which they have in their Chester Cloyd was buying cact-l- e
in this neighborhood Thorsday
gift who makes his appeal to
them on a basis of his own meRay Smith was in our commun
rits and does not ask their sup- ity Friday.
port because1 he is less unfit for Mrs. Margaret Hazen and chilthe position than the other fel- dren were calling-oGrandma
low. This last mentioned way is: Hazen, Friday.
the; old way; the other is Holtfk
Mr.' Henry Garrrrs was a busi- 117Q
ort1 Pterin TrTrr nri A
rP
in Mos
Satu
1

ne

aisoeneve nim .wnen

that

all

of the best men in the

y

Vi

5níonatSsghn;íss
a trial
the
XT

be ,given
m
..
coming ; v"
Arthur Hazen. 1S h'f Pr,oud
election, botft in the party com-- !
vention and in the contect at the Possessor of a nice flock of leg- horn hens.
polls.
V
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Morforú
:
...:t
vmul.
a tit
tvt
a
mom Tuuviu, are vi: - :liuuK
T
v;eek.
and daughters left Tuesday mor-- Mrs- Morford this
Loid Morford traded for a
ning for the mountains where
thev intend to snsiid a few weeks. Ford car last weeh Mrs. Mor- iishing and outing out of doors :ford 1S making preparatior.3 to
The also intend to make a tour Ieaye for Amarillo, Texas, where
the winter with
thronrrh the northern nart of the' she win

t

1

-

sPd

her daughters.

state before returning.

Mrs. Cora Hazen and children
are spending a few days at the
membered here and at Rov: has Moore home
Mr. and Mrs. Phil Quaschnick
written us that he is back íiome
at Walsenberg. Colorado, from a made a business' trip to Mosquero.
wedding trip to Denver. Jim's the first of tint week,
many friends are surprised that
Several of the farmers in this
he has finally surrendered to the 'community expect to start wheat
lure of a home of his own and a harvest this week,
friend here says
hope she'll
Mr. and Mrs. C. Drisldll visii- be the boss but never let Jim ed with Mr. and Mrs. F. M. )eitz
know it.
(Mora Patriot)
Sunday.
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Guess the number of cakes and

pack-

ages in the window and

Fairbank
Morse

Win a prize
50 bars P & G soap
Second prize- - 30 bars P & G soap
Third prize- - 20 bars P & G soap

Pumping engine
and pump jacks

SOAP SALE

improved
Gas pipe
Cylinders
Stock tanks
Well casing
Farm wagons
Wash machines

First

prize- -

During the contest which we are conducting in our store on P & G
White Naptha Soap we wish to announce the following low prices ;
$
17 Bars P & G The White Naptha Soap, .Weight 11 Lbs
12 Bars Ivory Soap
Weight 12 Lbs.
22 Bars Luna Soap . . :
Weight 13 Lbs.
23 Bars Lenox Soap . . . :
We also wish to call your attention to the weights of these soaps
not be fooled by the number of bars given you by othfer dealers, but
your soap by the POUND.

.....
.....

n

S. E.

self oiling wind
mills- - the latest
--

The
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
Do

AXTONGRO.ro

buy

T

BAUM BROS
TIN SHOP

SOME ROWS

Ehal Weisdorf er, who lives se

miles southeast of town,
brought what is considered quite
an odity, or rather a freak growth in an ear of corn, to town
last Siaturday. It is not generally known to those who are not
tillers of soil that an ear of corn
with an odd number of rows of
grain is anything out of the ordinary, however such is the case.
The ear of corn that Mr. Weis
dorfer brought in had fifteen dis
tinct rows of grain on the cob.
Emil says it takes a Kansas farmer ta grow corn like that.
ven

ATTENTION FARMERS
Combelt thorobred stock
positively out of the ' best
herds in the U.S.A. Duroc
Jersey Hogs, Poland China
Bogs, all big type and from
Sires weighing 1000 lbs and
tap.

I can furnish you any
breed of dairy cattle that
you want, at prices you can

'

afford..
Get in the thorobred ga- menow for a few doDars
while prices are at rock bot- torn, and make yourself in- dependent in a few years.
You need better dairy eat-tie and hogs, and more of
them' on this mesa.
Leo M. Wagner,
fiilbertsville,

v

Iowa.

County Assessor Baca was in
ur metropolis Tuesday attendMrs E. F. Henry was reported
ing to business connected with on the sick list the past week,
his office.
but she is up and around again.

It hr.3 iust about gotten to the
We know that when Roy is
going to get back to normalcy noint in Roy where a lot of gials
and that will be when every fel hink they can't attract attention
low is willing to sweat as much without being naughty.
as he used to.
Sam Naranjo of Moses, New
Mexico
is spending a few days
A Chicagi woman in her will
with
his
father Salome Neranjo
a
pei
care
for
the
of
left $8,000
dog. And if the dog dies, we sup and brother Manuel.
pose the money goes to the husband. Such is life in a big city.
Mrs Gussie Dyer of Raton, has
been spending a few days at the
It has been reported to us tha Quick home of this place.' Mrs
a Georgia fármer paid a four-cen-t Dyer is a sister of Mrs Quick.
income tax, and a lot of us
are wondering how he nade enough to have to x.cy that much.

fexle

of the Kephart
community was trading with oui
merchants Monday. He reports
plenty of rain in his neighborhood, and the prospects for crops
are looking good.
A. I. Burleson

Mr Hugh Mitchell of east of
Roy and G. R. Randle of the Bradley neighborhood have each
purchased a Ford Truck from
the Baker & Scheier Motor Co.,
of this place last week. The car
load of Fords that Baker & Scheier received about a week ago,
are almost all gone, and they expect another car load within the
next thirty days."
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IF YOU WANT A THIMÍj

WtLL PCNE

COOK
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